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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

IDENTIFICATION
This document pertains to the Murchison Wide-field Array (MWA) project, an
endeavour to design, develop, construct and undertake early operations of a
large-N interferometric radio telescope. The MWA is supported by partner
institutions from within Australia, India and the United States under the
auspices of the MWA Consortium.
This plan will be uniquely identifiable by version number, released via
configuration control and form part of the project baseline.
The Project Management Plan (PMP) shall require approval by the MWA
Board.

1.2

SCOPE
This document represents a re-baselining of the MWA project following
reviews by Astronomy Australia Limited (AAL) on 16 April 2009 at Curtin
University of Technology and by the National Science Foundation (NSF) over
the period 15-16 June 2009 in Seattle, Washington.
Moreover, this plan provides an overview of the project process and
management system to be utilised during execution of the project, describes
how the project will be monitored and controlled during its execution, and
provides the revised project baseline in terms of scope, schedule, cost and
risk.

1.3

SPONSOR ENGAGEMENT
This plan is based upon retention of the original scope of the MWA
instrument, namely a 512 antenna array, and delivers on requests from the
funding agencies for the project to produce an ameliorated cost to complete.
For example, it is noted in the AAL report on the MWA project of April 2009,
section 2.1, that "the panel suggests that one of the early milestones is a
more detailed project plan than currently available". The MWA Project
Management Team and Board believe that this plan responds to that request
by providing a revised Estimate to Complete (ETC) and project budget as
given in Table 12 of Appendix C.
In the AAL report on the MWA project, section 2.1, it is noted that "it is the
panel's assessment that many Australian science and strategic interests can
in fact be met with a de-scoped array with a size of 256T or above". This sets
a minimum requirement on the instrument. Of course, the same report also
notes that "the panel encourages the MWA project to seek further funding
from elsewhere so it can pursue the high-profile EoR science which would not
be possible with smaller arrays such as 256T". The project has responded to
this recommendation aggressively, and has sought additional funding
opportunities to support the original 512-tile project scope as listed in Table
12.
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Presently, partial funding for the MWA is allocated in Australia via the National
Collaborative Research Infrastructure Scheme (NCRIS) and the Education
Investment Fund (EIF), subject to matching contributions from other quarters,
in particular the NSF. However, the NSF contribution and other contributions
as outlined in Table 12 are not yet established. Furthermore, the NSF have
recently reaffirmed that its key requirement for the MWA project is the
capability of making a meaningful measurement of the Epoch of Re-ionisation
(EoR) (but not necessarily a positive detection of it). The NSF is not prepared
to fund a de-scoped instrument that is unable to realise this goal. The clear
implication of this statement is that only a fully operational 512-tile antenna
system can meet the NSF's requirements. Furthermore, the NSF have stated
that it encourages AAL to adopt this position also, given the growing
importance of EoR science on the international scene.
Meanwhile, a further recent development relates to the NSF's proposed
mechanism of funding these efforts. The NSF had previously indicated to the
MWA Board that they envisaged three blocks of phased funding for the US
MWA effort: bridge funds, a request to supplement the existing NSF MWA
proposal, and then submission of a new proposal. However, the NSF
informed the MWA Board on 28 Jan 2010 that they now wish to receive only
two funding requests: a short-term proposal for bridging funds (to support US
activities over the period Apr-Sep 2010), followed by a new proposal that
would request the additional funds needed to complete the array and conduct
a scientifically meaningful EoR experiment. The proposal for bridging funds
will be reviewed by the NSF internally; the expectation is that the new
proposal will be evaluated by an external review panel in mid-2010.
It should also be noted that there are other significant sources of funds for
which the outcome is not yet known, such as the Australian Research
Council's Super Science Fellowships. The failure of one or more of the
pending funding opportunities listed in Table 12 are sources of risk to the
project, as have been explicitly identified and discussed in Table 18. Should
full funding not eventuate, the MWA Board and Management Team are of the
opinion that options will still exist to deliver a functioning instrument capable of
making new and important scientific discoveries (albeit lacking the capability
to make a meaningful measurement of the EoR). However, it is unlikely that
the availability of any of the non-AAL sources of pending funds can be
established any earlier than March 2010. Therefore, while we are confident
that cost reduction mechanisms are available, the Project will need to
understand the specifics of the corresponding funding envelope before an
appropriate analysis of these options, plus accompanying decisions on
phasing, de-scoping or cost-reduction can be carried out.
The corresponding re-baselining of the schedule and budget will need to take
place alongside close discussion with the relevant funding agencies.
Specifically, because contributions from the NSF and other sources as
outlined in Table 12 are not yet established, ongoing discussion of the overall
funding envelope is already taking place between Prof Bryan Gaensler (MWA
Board Chair), Prof Jacqueline Hewitt (incoming MWA Vice Chair), Dr Alan
Whitney (MWA Project Director), Mr Wayne Arcus (MWA Project Manager),
Dr Vern Pankonin (NSF Program Director) and Mr Mark McAuley (AAL Chief
Operating Officer). Furthermore, options for reduction of the total cost via descoping or for phased funding approaches are under active discussion by the
MWA Board.
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In conclusion, a complex situation is currently playing out that, in the Project's
opinion, prevents the project scope and funding envelope from being
simultaneously determined. The near-term actions of funding agencies in
response to this plan should therefore be considered within this broader
context.

1.4

BACKGROUND
The MWA instrument is intended to permit a number of science investigations
to be undertaken at the low-end of the radio frequency spectrum utilising a
new generation radio-telescope. This instrument is to be deployed at the
Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory (MRO). This site was chosen due to
the very low levels of radio frequency interference (RFI) observed and is one
of two candidate site for the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).
The primary science objectives of the MWA are aimed at conducting
investigations of the Epoch of Reionisation (EoR); Solar, Heliospheric and
Ionospheric (SHI) phenomena; transient radio sources; and Galactic and
Extragalactic (GEG) phenomena.
Funding for the MWA to date has been provided by partner institutions (both
cash and in-kind in nature) and by allocations from the national funding
agencies the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Australian Research
Council (ARC) Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment Fund (LIEF) and the
Australian National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Scheme (NCRIS).
When the MWA project commenced design and construction activities the
vision for the project was that the NSF and ARC funding would permit an
Instrument of 512 antennas to be built and completed by the middle of 2009;
thereafter, NCRIS funding would further enhance that instrument. Due to a
variety of delays and budget shortfalls1, this vision has not been realised. This
document therefore represents a re-baseline of the project detailing the plan
through project completion and the estimates to complete the project as
described herein.

1

- as previously described in ref. [5] and [8].
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3.

ACRONYMS AND DEFINITIONS
The following list of acronyms, abbreviations and definitions are used within
this document.

3.1

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Table 1 contains the acronyms and abbreviations used herein.
Table 1 Acronyms and Abbreviations
Term

Meaning

AAL

Astronomy Australia Limited

ANU

Australian National University

ARC

Australian Research Council

ASKAP

Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder

ATP&P

Acceptance Test Plan and Procedure

ATR

Acceptance Test Report

BOM

Bill of Materials

CB

Correlator Board

CCB

Change Control Board

CDR

Critical Design Review

CI

Configuration Item

CM

Configuration Management or Manager

CMP

Configuration Management Plan

DA

Design Authority

DoC

Data over Co-ax(ial Cable)

ED

Effective Date

EMI

Electro-Magnetic Interference

EIF

Education Investment Fund

EoR

Epoch of Re-ionisation

ETC

Estimate to Complete

FM

Frequency Modulated

FTE

Full-Time Equivalent

GEG

Galactic and Extragalactic

GPU

Graphical Processing Unit

ILS

Integrated Logistics Support

KPI

Key Performance Indicators

LFD

Low Frequency Demonstrator

LIEF

Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment Fund

LNA

Low Noise Amplifier

LOE

Level of Effort

M&C

Monitor and Control

MRO

Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory

MWA

Murchison Wide-field Array

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006
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Table 1 Acronyms and Abbreviations
Term

3.2

Meaning

NCRIS

National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Scheme

NSF

National Science Foundation

OH&S

Occupational Health and Safety

OMP

Operations Management Plan

PDR

Preliminary Design Review

PEP

Project Execution Plan

PFB

Poly-phase Filter Bank

PMO

Project Management Office (synonymous with Project Office)

PMP

Project Management Plan (synonymous with Project Plan)

PMS

Project Master Schedule

PMWBS

Project Master Work Breakdown Structure

PSI

Poseidon Scientific Instruments Pty. Ltd.

RACI

Responsibility, Accountability, Consult or Inform

RAM

Responsibility Assignment Matrix

RBS

Risk Breakdown Structure

ROM

Rough Order of Magnitude

RRI

Raman Research Institute

RTC

Real-Time Computer

RTS

Real-Time Software

RF

Radio Frequency

RFI

Radio Frequency Interference

SBC

Single Board Computer

ScOW

Scope of Work

SEMP

Systems Engineering Management Plan

SHI

Solar, Heliospheric and Ionospheric

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

SME

Subject Matter Expert

SOW

Statement of Work

SRR

System Requirements Review

TEMP

Test and Evaluation Management Plan

TRR

Test Readiness Review

DEFINITIONS
Table 2 below contains definitions of terms used in this document.
Table 2 Definitions
Term
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Description

Acceptance

Formal acceptance by the project sponsors.

Data-pack

A set of work products usually provided prior to a review.

Design Assurance Review

An additional review called on an as needed basis as a
risk mitigation exercise.
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Table 2 Definitions
Term

Description

Design Authority

A person or organisation responsible for the design to
approved specifications and authorised to certify
documents, drawings, design, certificates, etc in
accordance with identified procedures.

Designated Design Authority

Person or organisation delegated by the DA to act on their
behalf as the DA.

Early Science

Dedicated period following the Practical Completion of the
Instrument in which early science observations will be
undertaken concurrently with ongoing commissioning.

Instrument

Unless specifically stated otherwise, the term Mission
System or Instrument are synonymous with the MWA
radio-telescope, irrespective of the number of tiles.

Key Positions

Positions within the project that are considered critical to
successful completion of the Project. The roles and skill
sets of the individuals are also considered critical.

Mission System

Synonymous with Instrument.

Operations

The phase following Project completion in which the
Accepted Instrument has been transitioned into daily
operations.

Practical Completion

The point at which the Instrument has successfully
undergone in-field verification testing thereby permitting
the System Commissioning and Early Science phase of
the project to commence.

Product

Considered herein to be the Mission System and Support
Systems.

Project

The MWA project.

Project Execution Plan (PEP)

An aggregation of this plan and its subordinate plans and
supporting information as outlined in section 7.1.

Support System

Supporting and interfaced elements of the Instrument that
are not directly considered part thereof. This includes the
power
distribution
system,
on-site
infrastructure,
verification test tools and utilities, inter alia.

Verification

Ensuring by review, inspection or test that a system or
subsystem meets its technical requirements. Usually part
of Acceptance Testing.

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006
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4.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
An MWA antenna comprises four (4) by four (4) regular grid of dualpolarisation dipole elements arranged on a 4m x 4m steel mesh ground plane.
Each antenna is known as a “tile”. Signals from each dipole pass though a low
noise amplifier (LNA) and are combined in an analogue beamformer to
produce tile beams on the sky. Beamformers sit next to the tiles in the field.
The radio frequency (RF) signals for the tile-beams are transmitted to a
receiver, each receiver being able to process the signals from a group of eight
(8) tiles. Receivers therefore sit in the field, close to groups of 8 tiles; cables
between receivers and beamformers carry data, power and control signals.
The receiver contains analogue elements in order to condition the signals in
preparation for sampling and digitisation. The frequency range 80 – 330 MHz
is Nyquist-sampled at high precision. Digital elements in the receiver (after the
digitiser) are used to transform the time-series data to the frequency domain
with a 1.28 MHz resolution – 5 bits real and 5 bits imaginary for each
resolution element. Sets of 1.28 MHz coarse frequency channels are
transmitted via an optical fibre connection to the correlator.
Power for the receivers is provided from a central generator. The correlator
comprises Poly-phase Filter Bank (PFB) boards that convert the 1.28 MHz
coarse frequency channels into channels with higher frequency resolution in
preparation for cross-correlation. Correlator boards then cross-multiply signals
from all tiles to form visibility data. A distributed clock drives the coherence of
receivers in the field and maintains timing for the correlator.
Data from the correlator are transmitted via ethernet to a Real-Time Computer
(RTC). The function of the RTC is to run the Real-Time Software (RTS); a
software suite that performs real-time calibration and imaging of the correlator
output. The output of the RTC/RTS is then stored in an archive for further
processing.
The MWA correlator is located on-site. The RTC/RTS will likely reside in
Geraldton at the end of a high bandwidth network connection. The MWA data
archive(s) will likely be located in Perth with copies in other locations in
Australia and the US although the final configuration remains to be
determined.
The Instrument shall be able to be remotely controlled by the centrally driven
Monitor and Control (M&C) suite. This software maintains a state-based
description of the hardware and an event-driven database describing the
observation scheduling of the Instrument. Software commands significant
elements of the system including pointing and tracking of the beamformers,
frequency selection of the receivers, correlation parameters for the correlator
and RTC/RTS functions amongst others.
The resultant qualified data from the RTS will then be provided to, and stored
by, the various scientific data-bases for subsequent distribution to the
respective scientific communities for analysis and handling.

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006
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5.

PROJECT SCOPE
The project scope described herein documents the characteristics and
boundaries of the Scope of Work (ScOW) to be undertaken to complete the
MWA Project to the point of transition to Operations.
This section provides an overview of scope aspects that are both included in,
and excluded from, the project and shall be used as a basis for project
development and science undertaken as well as for acceptance and scope
control throughout the project. Note that the Science Scope and Technical
Scope of the Project are outlined in sections A.1.1 and A.1.2 respectively.
Herein, the term Mission System is used to describe the MWA Telescope –
i.e. the Instrument. Further, Support System refers to elements interfaced to
or in acting in support of the Instrument that are not directly considered part
thereof. This includes the power distribution system, on-site infrastructure,
verification test tools and utilities amongst others.

5.1

OBJECTIVES
The primary Project objectives are to:

Page 10

•

Define, develop, test and deploy the MWA Telescope (the 512-tile
instrument) to support the core science objectives of the Project.

•

Define, develop and commission on-site infrastructure and the Support
System for the Instrument.

•

Deliver suitably qualified instrument data able to be utilised in the
respective science data-bases and to undertake preparatory
development to support the underlying science investigations.

•

Conduct a System Commissioning and Early Science phase in order
to:
o

characterise the system performance and behaviour;

o

make final system modifications (subject to review and
approval) in support of the overall science objectives; and

o

conduct Early Science investigations in the primary science
areas, namely:
!

Epoch of Reionisation (EoR);

!

Solar, Heliospheric and Ionospheric (SHI) phenomena;

!

transient radio sources; and

!

Galactic and Extragalactic (GEG) phenomena.

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006
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•

Gain operational knowledge necessary to support the System
Commissioning phase of the project.

•

Transition the instrument into Operations.

•

Preserve the Radio Quiet Zone of the MRO.
o

This is reflected in the Statement of Collaboration under clause
15.2 Radio Quiet (sic):
“All Parties working on the MRO site agree to undertake all
activities on the site to meet the requirements of radio-quiet
and agree to conduct any operations on the site in a manner
that maximizes the potential of the site for radio astronomy.
This includes following guidelines for site management
determined by the ASKAP Site Management Working
Group.”

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006
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5.2

IN-SCOPE ASPECTS
The project team will perform activities necessary to manage, design,
develop, construct, test, integrate, deliver and commission the instrument at
the Murchison Radio Observatory (MRO) ahead of transition to Operations.
After attaining Practical Completion (the point at which instrument has
undergone verification testing and system Acceptance) conduct of a period of
System Commissioning and Early Science shall begin.
The project scope principally comprises the following aspects conducted in
accordance with the Systems Engineering Management Plan (SEMP) [9]:
•

•

Page 12

System Definition and Pre-production, via the 32-tile system
configuration:
o

Derive the core system requirements derived from the science
objectives.

o

Design, develop, deploy, demonstrate and conduct acceptance
testing of the prototype system.

o

Conduct key subsystem design reviews to mitigate areas of
high technical risk as early as possible.

o

Establish key infrastructure to facilitate the 32-tile
demonstration and to support subsequent build-up to the final
Instrument configuration.

System Realisation, for the 512-tile system configuration:
o

Gather, analyse, define and review the System Requirements
of both the Mission and Support Systems.

o

Design, develop and review the design of both the Mission and
Support Systems.

o

Procure, construct, deploy, integrate and test the Mission and
Support Systems to the Murchison Radio Observatory (MRO).

o

Conduct system verification (Acceptance) testing of the
Instrument to attain Practical Completion via a Test and
Evaluation Program.

o

Concurrently throughout this phase, conduct Data Analysis and
Verification as required and undertake Science Preparation
ahead of data delivery to the science databases.
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•

•

System Commissioning and Early Science:
o

Characterise the system performance and behaviour.

o

Subject to review and approval, make system corrections and
modifications in support of the overall science objectives as
necessary.

o

Utilising various science-team members and instrument
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), provide Commissioning
Support of the instrument.

o

Undertake Early Science of opportunity including a dedicated
period of EoR science.

Project and Systems Engineering Management
o

•

Site Visitation Program
o

o

5.2.1

Plan, execute and monitor and control the project and technical
aspects thereof in accordance with this plan, its subordinates
and principles expounded therein.

Conduct an ongoing site visitation program in order to support:
!

deployment, integration, verification and commissioning
of the Mission and Support Systems; and

!

facilitate data collection for Early Science and the Test
and Evaluation Program as required.

Operate in accordance with legislative Occupational Health
and Safety (OH&S) and related requirements to ensure a safe
working environment.

Project Scope Baseline
The Project Scope Baseline is provided in Appendix A of this plan. The
Science and Technical Scope Statements are given in section A.1 whilst the
Project Scope, represented by the Master Work Breakdown Structure
(PMWBS), is provided in section A.2.

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006
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5.2.2

Project Delivery
Delivery of the scope elements are outlined below.
•

•

Phase 1: System Definition & Pre-production, is principally centred
around the definition, development and demonstration of the 32-tile
system via:
o

Derivation of the 32-tile Mission System Requirements via the
Mission System Specification.

o

Conduct of limited subsystem-based Critical Design Reviews
(CDRs) such as the Antenna and Beam-former CDR.

o

Conduct of Receiver enclosure design and generation of
deliverables such as Mechanical Drawings, Bill of Materials
(BOM) and Assembly block diagrams ahead of the fielded
receiver enclosure prototype then production units being
procured.

o

Design, implementation, integration testing and deployment of
the 32-tile system to the MRO.

o

Conduct bench-testing and demonstration of the clock system
and report generation.

o

Generation of test documentation and review such as
Acceptance Test Plans and Procedures (ATP&P) and Test
Readiness Reviews (TRR).

o

Verification (Acceptance) testing of the 32-tile system through
data collection, analysis and the generation of an Acceptance
Test Report (ATP).

Phase 2: System Realisation:
o

o

Mission System definition:
!

Requirements gathering and analysis and design
review based on a review of the work undertaken
during Phase 1 (via a Design Status Review) and the
conduct of various trade-off studies as required.

!

Generation of a Mission System Specification – the
Mission System requirements document.

!

Conduct of overarching system-level design for the
512-tile configuration, including software and hardware
elements and review thereof. At this stage, a scaleddown design review is considered appropriate (via the
Design Status Review) however a more comprehensive
CDR may be considered as the project progresses.
Should such a review be deemed necessary, it would
likely be coupled to the Support System CDR unless
timing dictates otherwise.

Support System definition:
!
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Conduct a pre-site survey and information gathering to
assist with the Support System Specification
generation.
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o

!

Admit requirements and design considerations by way
of various trade-off studies being undertaking
concurrently followed by the conduct of an internal
System
Requirements
Review
(SRR)
upon
requirements completion.

!

Undertake
Support
System
design
(engaging
consultants as necessary) for subsystems such as
power distribution, trenching/conduit and fibre optic
laying and termination as required.

!

Conduct an internal Support System CDR which may
be extended to include Mission System elements as
noted above.

Conduct trade-off studies concurrently with the System
Definition in order to consider alternative approaches and
impacts to requirements and design in areas such as:
!

RFI/EMC compliance;

!

power and heat budgeting;

!

lightning protection;

!

physical space constraints;

!

data storage; and

!

data transportation amongst others.
Note: outcomes from the trade-off studies feed into the
System Specifications and Design. At the conclusion of
these phases the cost and schedule estimates should
be able to be refined significantly.

o

System Development:
!
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For the Mission System, development principally relates
to:
•

Tiles: Implement and test data over Coaxial
(DoC) cable and incorporate corresponding
beam-former modifications.

•

Receiver: Various including:
o

finalisation of board layouts;

o

integration and testing the Single Board
Computer (SBC) module;

o

integration with the clock subsystem;

o

receiver client software for Monitor and
Control;

o

integration into the enclosures; and

o

deployment and test of two (2) prototype
enclosures including thermal, EMI and
functional cycle testing.
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!

•

Correlator: Design of 512-tile signal flow
architecture, Correlator Board (CB) and Polyphase Filter Bank (PFB) firmware development
and ATCA cage and rack integration.

•

Monitoring and Control (M&C): Observations
and Status monitoring, User Interface, System
Control and Environmental monitoring.

•

RTC: Conduct trade-off studies (e.g., power,
space constraints and increased numbers of
CBs), a review of processing requirements,
benchmark testing and science package
interfaces amongst others.

•

RTS: Consolidate the 512-tile code-base,
Configuration investigations, and ongoing
development including communications with
M&C, Calibration, Gridder, Mapper and Data
Product Management (e.g., Sky Survey
Support) amongst others.

•

EoR Data Provision: Interface definition and
documentation, Development of an EoR
Realtime module to run on the RTC.

Support System:
•
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At this time no specific development has been
identified by the project team for the site
infrastructure elements of the Support System
per se. This phase is anticipated to be based on
procuring readily available products and
services. Nevertheless, it is possible that
preparatory work or development of system
tools may subsequently be identified. In such
cases, changes would be considered and
admitted via change control, as required.
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o

System Integration:
!

Primarily related to Mission System integration testing
whereby core Instrument subsystems are tested as a
single system prior to build-up and deployment –
subject to trade-offs being considered between
subsystem maturity, status and assessment of
risks/benefits of build-out acceleration.
Note: Integration of the Support System with the
Mission System elements are undertaken during the
System Build-out and Deployment phase.

o

o

o

System Build-out and Deployment:
!

Support System: procure, install, commission and verify
various supporting infrastructure typically ahead of the
Mission
System
elements.
These
include
trenching/conduit, power distribution, fibre runs and
termination, receiver enclosure deployment, UPS in the
CSIRO building and equipment racks.

!

Mission System: procure, deploy, install, commission
and verify various subsystems to site including Tiles
(e.g., beam-formers, LNAs, cables, ground screens),
Receivers (Digital, Analogue, Clock subsystems and
enclosures), Correlator (CB, PFB, Controller, Rear
Transition Module – RTM, ATCA cages, power supplies
and Ethernet switches) and the RTC.

!

Conduct Site Integration Testing following verification of
the individual subsystems and completion of the on-site
systems integration activities.

Test and Evaluation:
!

Plan, conduct, review, inspect or test vendor supplied
goods or services including conduct of Factory and onsite Acceptance Testing.

!

Develop Acceptance Test Plans & Procedures (ATP&P)
and conduct TRRs ahead of verification testing.

!

Conduct Verification (Acceptance) Testing comprising
data collection and analysis and the generation of an
Acceptance Test Report (ATR) in support of Practical
Completion.

Integrated Logistics Support:
!
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provision of supporting materials for
Commissioning and Operations such as:

ongoing

•

Technical Documentation such as Operations
Transition Plan, Spares Provisioning Lists,
Updated As-built Drawings and Support and
Test Equipment needs.

•

Operator and Maintenance Manuals.
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o

•

Data Analysis and Verification: Support provided by
various science-team members to aid with mission
planning, data collection and processing, acceptance
test determination, troubleshooting and conduct of
verification tests and report generation.

!

Science Preparation: undertake preparatory work
ahead of the main science. Activities include data
handling and manipulation, database investigations,
preliminary science investigations and tool generation
amongst others.

Conduct a six (6) month phase immediately following Practical
Completion comprising:
!

Commissioning of the instrument.

!

Early
Science:
conduct
preliminary
science
investigations including a period of dedicated EoR
observational time.

!

Concurrently provide Site Operations, Maintenance and
Instrument Monitoring throughout this phase.

Systems Engineering:
o
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!

Phase 3: System Commissioning & Early Science:
o

•

Science Support:

Throughout the project, conduct system delivery in accordance
with fundamental Systems Engineering principles, to help
ensure systematic delivery and inherent quality, including:
!

System Requirements, Designs, Trade-off Studies and
reviews such as SRR and CDR as appropriate.

!

Unit testing and code and design reviews during
development.

!

Conduct TRRs at appropriate points such as prior to
integration and verification testing.

!

Conduct a Test and Evaluation program to verify
system requirements are being met via development of
plans, procedures and verification testing to gain
System Acceptance.

!

Undertake Logistics Support to ensure adequate
support materials are provided upon transition to
operations for the ongoing Instrument support.
Deliverables include manuals, as-built drawings and
various technical data.

!

Configuration management including the definition and
management of the project deliverable baselines and
build-elements related thereto.
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•

Project Management:
o

•

5.3

Conduct project management throughout the project lifecycle.
Applicable areas relevant to the MWA project include aspects
of project integration, scope, schedule, cost, quality,
communications, risk, procurement and configuration
management.

Site visitation program:
o

Provide field-support throughout the project to permit
deployment, build-up, test, verification activities to be
conducted along with ongoing operational support during
commissioning and early science activities.

o

Support includes transportation of personnel to site, logistics
support including transportation, liaising with CSIRO for on-site
access and accommodation and ensuring a safe working
environment throughout.

OUT-OF-SCOPE ASPECTS
The following items are deemed out-of-scope unless subsequently admitted
via change control and approved:
•

Development of software and algorithms necessary to handle data
processing beyond delivery to the science data-bases other than for
the purposes of verification testing or related data qualification. This
includes EoR algorithms developed outside of the bounds of the
project such as:
o

Bright all-sky point subtraction;

o

Confusion level source and smooth foreground subtraction;

o

RM Synthesis and polarised foreground subtraction; and

o

Power spectrum generation fitting.

Note that the items noted above are activities being undertaken by
supporting collaborations and are funded and controlled
independently to the Project.
•

Operations is not considered part of the project scope hence not listed
in Table 3. The project shall deliver the Instrument to the Operations
group at the conclusion of Phase 3.

Consideration for inclusion of these or any other introduction of new scope
would need to consider funding and overall impact to the Project. Such a
review will be covered under the change control process.
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5.4

KEY PROJECT MILESTONES
Key Project milestones are listed in Table 3 and are based on quarterly
progress indications. These milestones have been divided into the three (3)
distinct project phases, namely:
•

Phase 1: System Definition & Pre-production (32-T Prototyping)

•

Phase 2: 512-T System Realisation (512-T System); and

•

Phase 3: System Commissioning & Early Science.

Notes:
•

Operations is not considered part of the project scope hence not listed
in Table 3. The project shall deliver the Instrument to the Operations
group at the conclusion of Phase 3.

•

Phase 3 milestones remain to be determined and are to be based on
the science objectives and its associated deliverables. It expected that
the project plan will be revised and re-issued once the Science Council
and Project Scientist have assessed and reviewed this material.

Table 3 Key Project Millstones
MS #

Description

Date

Comment

Phase 1: System Definition & Pre-production (32-T Prototyping)
1.

32-T Ongoing Phase
Commencement Point

02-Nov-09

Schedule start date incorporating Phase 1
activities.

2.

32-T System Integration Complete

10-Dec-09

Laboratory integration ahead of deployment.

3.

32-T On-Site Integration
(Correlator & RTS) Complete

17-Dec-09

Subsystems are deployed on site and
integrated ahead of executing the verification
program.

4.

32-T-SS.Rev.0001 Accepted

16-Feb-10

32-T System Specification is reviewed and
accepted by the Sponsor.

5.

32-T-ATP&P.Rev.0001 Complete

27-Nov-09

Acceptance Test Plans & Procedures
(ATP&P) reviewed and accepted by
Sponsors.

6.

32-T Verification Data Collection
Complete

15-Feb-10

Verification data collection complete and
provided to the science teams for analysis
and write-up.

7.

32-T Acceptance Test Report
Complete

22-Feb-10

32-T Verification Test Report Complete and
Submitted to Sponsors for review.

8.

Antenna/Beamformer CDR
Closed-out

03-Mar-10

Response to Sponsors on outstanding CDR
questions.

08-Mar-10

Completion of Phase 1 Definition & Preproduction this includes 32-T demonstration,
CDR response to Sponsors and Clock
subsystem demonstration.

9.

Phase 1 Complete

Phase 2: System Realisation (512-T System)!
10.
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Commence Phase 2

02-Mar-10

Assumes Phase 1 is complete and funding is
released from the Sponsors.

11.

Accelerated Procurement Point
(e.g., Long Lead Items)

02-Mar-10

Nominal point at which low-risk, long leadtime items can be procured early in order to
mitigate schedule delays. Higher risk items
could be considered after an appropriate
risk/benefit analysis is understood.

12.

Mission System Specification
(512-T-MSys-SS.Rev.0001)

09-Sep-10

Mission System Specification (i.e.,
Instrument requirements) complete and
available for review.
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Table 3 Key Project Millstones
MS #

Description

Date

Comment

13.

Support System Specification
(512-T-MSys-SS.Rev.0001)

16-Aug-10

Support System Specification requirements
complete and available for review.

14.

Internal Support System Critical
Design Review (CDR) Completed

25-Nov-10

Internal CDR of the Support System
completed ahead of any subsequent
development or procurement.

15.

System Acceptance Test Plans &
Procedures (ATP&P) Completed

15-Dec-10

Prerequisite plans and procedures required
ahead of verification testing.

16.

Mission System Development
Complete

16-Mar-11

Mission System development complete
ahead of Systems Integration.

17.

System Integration Complete

13-Apr-11

Integration of the Mission subsystems
complete ahead of build-up and deployment
to site.

18.

Commence Factory Acceptance
Testing of Tile Elements
(Beamformers, LNAs, Antennas)

03-Dec-10

Testing of Tile elements begin to be tested
as they are become available from the
factory. Testing may occur over an extended
period.

19.

Commence Tile Installation (Install
Team Deployed to Site)

08-Feb-11

Burns Industries Inc. tile deployment team
arrive at the MRO and begin deploying the
tiles. Commissioning and acceptance testing
is undertaken in situ and concurrently.

20.

Receiver Batch One (1) Field
Testing Complete

31-Dec-10

Batch one of three production units (sixteen
units) have been manufactured, accepted,
deployed to site and verified.

21.

Receiver Batch Two (2) Field
Testing Complete

18-Mar-11

Batch two of three production units (twenty
units) have been manufactured, accepted,
deployed to site and verified.

22.

Receiver Batch Three (3) Field
Testing Complete

17-Jun-11

Batch three of three production units (twenty
six units) have been manufactured,
accepted, deployed to site and verified.

23.

Verification Data Collection
Complete

10-Aug-11

Verification (Acceptance) testing field data
collection has concluded ahead of data
analysis and the report preparation.

24.

Verification Data Analysis
Complete

12-Aug-11

Data reduction and analysis has been
completed for the data collected during
Verification testing.

25.

Acceptance Test Report (ATR)
Complete

23-Sep-11

ATR has been completed ahead of
submission to the Sponsors for review.

26.

Instrument Practical Completion

17-Oct-11

The Mission and Support Systems have
been Verified and Accepted.

27.

Phase 2 Complete

19-Oct-11

Phase 2 exit point after phase review.

Phase 3: System Commissioning & Early Science
28.

Commence Phase 3

19-Oct-11

Commences immediately following transition
from Phase 2 and after declaration of
Practical Completion.

29.

Phase 3 Complete

27-Apr-12

Concludes six (6) months after
Commencement of Phase 2.
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6.

PROJECT ORGANISATION

6.1

PROJECT PARTNERS
The MWA Project is comprised of the following project partners, in no
particular order:
•

MIT Haystack Observatory;

•

MIT Kavli Institute;

•

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics;

•

University of Melbourne;

•

Curtin University of Technology;

•

Australian National University;

•

ATNF;

•

University of Tasmania;

•

University of Western Australia;

•

University of Sydney;

•

Swinburne University; and

•

Raman Research Institute.

Details of admission to and governance of the MWA Collaboration may be
found in the MWA Statement of Intent (SOI) [5] and Statement of
Collaboration (SOC) [6]. Both of these documents are available upon request.

6.2

MWA BOARD
Current MWA board members are:
•

Prof. Bryan Gaensler (Chair), University of Sydney

•

Prof. Bernard Burke, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

•

Prof. James Moran, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

•

Prof. Rachel Webster, University of Melbourne

•

Prof. Steven Tingay, Curtin University of Technology

•

Dr Colin Lonsdale, MIT Haystack Observatory

•

Prof. N. Udaya Shankar, Raman Research Institute

•

Prof. Brian Schmidt, Australian National University

•

Dr. Roger Brissenden, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics

•

Dr. Alan Whitney (Project Director and ex-officio Board member), MIT
Haystack Observatory

•

Mr. Wayne Arcus (Project Manager and ex-officio Board member),
Curtin University of Technology

Prof. Jacqueline Hewitt (MIT) will replace Prof. Bernard Burke on the MWA
Board in March 2010, and at this time will also assume the position of Deputy
Chair.
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The MWA Board represents the interests of the MWA partner members and is
ultimately responsible for the delivery and scientific productivity of the MWA
Telescope.
The Board comprises nine voting members determined by the MWA partner
members. The Board also has two ex-officio non-voting members – the MWA
Director and MWA Project Manager. It is possible that the ex-officio members
serve simultaneously as voting members. However ex-officio members cannot
be the chair or deputy-chair of the Board.
The Board makes policy and provides high-level strategy for the project. The
Board is responsible for approving and shepherding through high-level
agreements (e.g. legal agreements and memoranda-of-understanding)
between the MWA partners and with external bodies. The Board is
responsible for approving the Project Management Plan, project science
readiness and initiating corrective action to these. The budget will be
accompanied by a cost management plan which shall specify, in part, the
hardware to be funded by the cash contributions from each partner, and the
management of funds between the partners. The Board is also responsible for
setting the guidelines for and receiving the advice of the Technical Advisory
Committee and the Science Council.
The Board is not responsible for the funding agreements between MWA
partners and external funding agencies. However aspects of funding
proposals that commit the MWA outside the existing Project Management
Plan, or which influence the MWA governance arrangements, must be
presented to and receive Board approval. Having been given approval, the
Project Management Plan should then be updated and released if applicable.
The Board must be cognisant of meeting those commitments.
The Board members elect the Board Chair and Deputy-Chair. The Chair and
Deputy-Chair have tenure for two major project meetings. After that time, the
Deputy-Chair will normally become the Chair. The Chair and Deputy-Chair will
come from different continents. The voting Board members review the
performance of and appoint the MWA Director and MWA Project Manager on
an annual basis. They also review the performance of and appoint the Project
Scientist and the Project Engineer on an annual basis.
The MWA Board meets regularly by telecon, and convenes face-to-face
during major project meetings every six months. Each Board meeting should
review project status against the Project Plan and science readiness. Voting
Board members are expected to be at a 0.1 FTE position with the Chair and
Deputy-Chair requiring a greater commitment.
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6.2.1

Chartered Bodies
The MWA board established two chartered bodies, namely the science
council and the Technical Advisory Committee as follows:

6.2.1.1

Science Council

The current members of the Science Council are:
•

Dr Justin Kasper, Dr Roger Cappallo, Prof. Jackie Hewitt, Dr Iver
Cairns, Dr Stuart Wyithe, Prof Matthew Bailes, Prof Lister StaveleySmith, Dr Anish Roshi, Dr Shiv Sethi, Dr Max Tegmark, Dr Tara
Murphy, Dr Jean-Pierre Macquart, Dr Judd Bowman and Dr Ilana
Feain.

•

Dr Justin Kasper chairs the Science Council.

The Science Council is appointed by the Board to provide advice on science
policy. The Board will charge the Science Council to give advice on science
directions, publication and data access issues, taking account of the individual
policies of the science collaborations. The Science Council oversees the time
allocation process for scientific and engineering uses of the array. The
Science Council reports to the Board and the Board has broad oversight of
the Science Council’s activities.
The Project Scientist is a voting, ex-officio member of the Science Council.
Currently, there are four science collaborations within the project; all of whom
are well represented on the science council.
The chair of the council should rotate around the three continents and could
be from outside the named partners. The chair reports to the Board on the
status of the science packages thus science readiness. The Project Scientist
would not be eligible to be chair.
As the project moves into an operational status with obligations to
astronomers outside the MWA collaboration, the Science Council may morph
to take on more responsibilities of a User Committee. More independent
representation on the Council will become relevant as the project develops.
Appointments to the Science Council will be for two year terms.
There are currently 4 science collaborations: EoR, SHI, GEG and Transients.
These are independently organised and resourced. Each is strongly
represented on the Science Council and is expected to work with the Project
Scientist to ensure that their technical requirements are documented.
6.2.1.2

Technical Advisory Committee

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) is an external independent body
appointed by the Board. The Board will charge it to provide advice on
technical and broader project issues. It reports to the Board. These reports
will also be made available to the appropriate funding bodies through relevant
PIs on the grants.
The TAC has not been called upon for a long period of time due to inactivity in
the development of various subsystems. The TAC will be reactivated to aid in
project scheduled reviews such as RF subsystems, receivers (when final
design and prototype is complete), the clock (when final design is available),
and correlator when the 32-T demonstration is complete.
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6.3

PROJECT TEAM

6.3.1

Project Management Team
The Project Management Team shall draw together the respective project
management functions of the Project. This team will have the day-to-day
responsibility for the project management of the overall project.
The Project Director will have the overall responsibility of the Project with the
Project Manager being responsible for the project management of
development and delivery activities of the project and the Operations Manager
being responsible for the science operations and maintenance activities upon
system acceptance.
The current members of the management team are:
•

Project Director –

Dr. Alan Whitney (MIT Haystack Observatory)

•

Project Manager – Mr.
Technology)

•

Project Engineer – Mr. Robert Goeke (MIT Kavli)

•

Project Scientist – Dr. Lincoln
Center for Astrophysics)

Wayne

Arcus

Greenhill

(Curtin

University

of

(Harvard-Smithsonian

The Project Director, Project Manager, Project Engineer and Project Scientist
hold regular face-to-face meetings during MWA project meetings
(approximately every three months) and also hold weekly teleconferences.
The Project Manager and undertakes regular visits to partner institutions in
Australia (Perth, Melbourne, Sydney and Canberra) and will meet with
international partners as required. The Project Director and Project Engineer
will also undertake regular travel local and international project members as
needed.
The technical coordination group (TCG) consists of the Project Engineer,
Commissioning Engineer and work-package leaders. The TCG meets weekly
via teleconference to discuss specific technical issues and coordinate actions
and resources to maintain adherence to the project schedule.
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6.3.1.1

Organisation

The Project Management Office (PMO) consists of the Project Manager as
lead, the Project Engineer, Project Scientist and the Commissioning Engineer
as depicted in Figure 1. The PMO has responsibility for the creation and
implementation of the approved MWA Project Management Plan including the
scope, schedule and cost baselines, the budget, Engineering and Project
Management and project delivery including development and commissioning.
Figure 1 Project Management Organisational Chart

* - Team Lead is synonymous with work package manager as previously used in the Project.
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6.3.1.2

Roles and Responsibilities
Project Director, Dr. Alan Whitney

The Director has the overall responsibility of leading the MWA project and
representing it to the global astronomical community. The Director is
responsible for maintaining the Project Management Plan at the strategic
level. The Director is responsible for MWA partner relationships at the
strategic level, and also for communication (including MWA project meetings)
and outreach. The Director is responsible to and implements the Boards
strategies and policies, and reports to the Chair of the Board in writing once
per month. The Director is an ex-officio, non-voting member of the MWA
Board. It is possible that the Director serves simultaneously as a voting
member of the Board. The Director is not eligible to be Board chair or deputy
chair.
The Project Director should setup appropriate committees, with suitable
representation, to monitor the implementation of the Project Management
Plan.
The Director is appointed annually by the voting members of the Board.
The Project Director is expected to be a 0.4-0.5 FTE position.
Project Manager, Mr. Wayne Arcus

The Project Manager is responsible for the MWA partner relationships at the
functional level as it applies to the development, commissioning and operation
of the telescope. The project manager is responsible for the execution of the
approved MWA Project Management Plan including the scope, schedule and
cost baselines, the budget, Engineering and Project Management and project
delivery including development and commissioning.
The Project Manager is also responsible for liaising with the team leaders –
synonymous with work-package managers. The Project Manager reports to
the MWA Director and provides written monthly project status reports to the
Director and to the Board.
The Project Manager is appointed annually by the voting members of the
Board and is an ex-officio, non-voting member of the MWA Board. It is
possible that the Project Manager serves simultaneously as a voting member
of the Board.
The Project Manager is not eligible to be Board chair or deputy chair.
The Project Manager leads the Project Management Office.
The Project Manager is expected to be a 1.0 FTE position.
Project Engineer, Mr. Robert Goeke

The Project Engineer ensures that the project as implemented meets the
projects’ technical requirements. His/her duties include maintaining the
integrity of MWA's technical specifications, overseeing the definition, design,
production, integration, verification of MWA's major components, overseeing
the project's change control process, and developing and maintaining a
detailed program to balance the requirements of completing construction and
commissioning the MWA components as they are completed.
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The Project Engineer will have the overall technical responsibility for the
project and is required to ensure technical requirements of the project have
been defined and met. The Project Engineer is responsible for coordinating
engineering management across the Project including development aspects
such as requirements analysis, design reviews and audits, verification testing
and configuration control, as well as identifying resource requirements to
deliver the project scope within their purview and within the project budget
and schedule.
In particular, the Project Engineer is responsible for developing and specifying
the interfaces between the particular components of the hardware and
software systems. The Project Engineer reports to the MWA Project Manager
and is a member of the PMO.
The Project Engineer has oversight and responsibility of all engineering
activities undertaken on the Project and is a member of the PMO.
The Project Engineer role is expected to be at least a 0.75 FTE.
Project Scientist, Dr. Lincoln Greenhill

The Project Scientist is responsible for ensuring that the MWA Instrument
delivers its scientific objectives. The Project Scientist serves as the primary
contact between the MWA project and its various scientific constituencies with
respect to the scientific capabilities and mission of the instrument, and is the
MWA project's primary advocate for the Instrument’s scientific capabilities and
needs. Specifically, the project scientist is responsible for coordinating the
technical testing of the instrument, with input from the Science Council and
the Project Engineer. The Project Scientist owns the scientific objectives and
consults with the Project Engineer to help determine science-based
instrument requirements.
The Project Scientist is a member of the PMO and reports to the Project
Manager and provides reports to the MWA board on the scientific capability of
the Array.
The Project Scientist is appointed annually by the voting members of the
Board.
The Project Scientist is expected to be at least a 0.4-0.6 FTE position.
Commissioning Engineer

The Commissioning Engineer will be responsible for the deployment of the
telescope. He/she will be responsible for civil, mechanical and electrical
engineering development of the site, and in addition management of the
OH&S requirements, cultural training, coordination of site visits, management
of local contracts, the telescope site, liaison with ATNF and local WA parties,
maintenance of vehicles and management of site RFI.
The Commissioning Engineer reports to the MWA Project Manager and is a
member of the PMO. The Commissioning Engineer is expected to be based in
Perth and is a 1.0 FTE position. This position will be appointed by the Board.
Table 4 identifies the Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM) for the various
key roles of the project. This RAM is in the form of a RACI chart – a reference
to one of following terms with their meaning in this context thus:
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•

Responsible: Conducts the assign area of work and/or supervises its
undertaking.

•

Accountable: Ensures the assigned activities are undertaken to which
the area of responsibility has been assigned.

•

Consult: Undertakes a consultative interaction with those responsible
for a given work area.

•

Inform: Provides information providing to the given work area.

Table 4 Responsibility Assignment Matrix
Project
Definition

Project Role

Project
Plans

System
Requirements

System
Design

Implementation

Verification

Deployment

Project Director

R

A

-

-

-

-

-

Project Manager

C

R

A

C

-

I

A

Project Engineer

C

C

R

A

A

A

C

Project Scientist

C

C

C

C

-

I

I

Commissioning Engineer

-

C

C

-

R

-

R

Team Leader (Verification)

-

C

C

-

I

R

I

Team Leader (General)

-

C

C

R

R

I

-

Project Team Member

-

I

I

R

R

I

-

6.3.2

Required Resources
The project team comprises many contributing organisations responsible for
different aspects of the Mission and Support Systems. Moreover, individuals
from within these organisations are available to the project at different
percentage levels throughout the project lifecycle and represent both in-kind
contributions and direct cost to the project.
These groups can be broadly classified into those responsible for the core
instrument delivery and the science groups; the latter being the principal
consumers of the data and stakeholders of the instrument capability.
Teams responsible for the instrument design, implementation, delivery and
commissioning for the remainder of the project principally originate from the
following MWA Consortium members (in no particular order):
•

Raman Research Institute (RRI).

•

US MWA Consortium members:

•

o

MIT Haystack Observatory;

o

MIT Kavli Institute for Astrophysics and Space Research; and

o

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.

Australian MWA Consortium:
o

Curtin University of Technology;

o

University of Western Australia; and

o

University of Melbourne.

The schedule was resourced based on current work-area assignments for the
Mission System elements. Support System elements are largely resourced as
a combination of skills available from within the Project Management Office
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(PMO) including the Commissioning Engineer or from external consultants,
vendors or similar, as required.
Phase 2 Science and Engineering Support elements comprise three (3) Level
Of Effort (LOE) work packages, namely:
•

Data Analysis and Verification Support;

•

Science Preparation; and

•

Post Development Engineering Support.

The former two areas are resourced from the general Mission System science
team members and EoR collaboration scientists. For Phase 3, key LOE work
packages of Commissioning Support and Early Science and Analysis were
likewise resourced.
Table 5 below lists the current personnel or role assignment to the two Phase
2 LOE work packages and are provided here for informational purposes only.
Note that the two MWA Scientist roles are allocated under the assumption
that these would be resourced under the Australian Super Science Fellowship
scheme.

Table 5 Phase 2 Science Support Teams
Data Analysis and Verification Support

Science Preparation

Steven Ord

Uni. Melb. Graduate Student

Divya Oberoi

Uni. Melb. Scientist

Chris Williams

Jacqueline Hewitt

Dan Mitchell

Al Levine

Gianni Bernardi

Kavli Graduate Student 1

Leo Benkevitch

Uni. Washington Graduate Student

MWA Scientist 1

Rachel Webster

MWA Scientist 2

Lincoln Greenhill

GPU Engineer

Miguel Morales
Mike Matajek
Chris Williams
Dan Mitchell
ANU Graduate Student
Haystack PostDoc
CfA Graduate Student
Colin Lonsdale
Justin Kasper
Angelica Costa
Judd Bowman
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7.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

7.1

STRUCTURE OF PROJECT PLANS
Figure 2 depicts the hierarchy of plans deemed relevant for management of
the MWA Project.
Figure 2 Project Plan Hierarchy

In this structure, all plans are subordinate to the Project Management Plan
(PMP). The PMP contains sections or subordinate plans in their own right (if
necessary) to address such areas as scope, schedule, cost, quality, human
resource, communications, risk and procurement management and the
engineering sub-program to be undertaken
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7.2

SCOPE MANAGEMENT
This section describes how the project scope is elaborated, developed and
verified as more detailed plans are developed. A description of how the
Project Master Work Break Structure (PMWBS) will be elaborated is
described in order to provide guidance as to how the project scope will be
managed and controlled by the project management team.
It should be noted, however, that the project scope at this time is well
understood and that material provided in the appendices provide the scope,
schedule, cost and risk baselines to date.
In order to ensure the project scope of the Project is appropriately delivered in
accordance with the various funding proposals, the scope baseline must be
understood and managed by a structured process. This scope baseline is
translated into a PMWBS.
Throughout the project, as scope is affected through change, variations and
augmentation of the scope baseline shall be managed through an integrated
change control process. Further details of the management and execution of
this change process shall be described in the Configuration Management Plan
(CMP) however aspects of scope management for the project shall be
managed in accordance with principles described in the following subsections.

7.2.1

Scope Planning
The process of developing a written scope statement, as the basis for future
decisions, is key in managing delivery expectations. The scope statement
forms the basis for an agreement between the project team and the project
sponsors by identifying the objectives and major deliverables.
A review of the work-package definitions has been undertaken to further
decompose the PMWBS to a higher level of fidelity thus permitting the
bottom-up approach to be adopted in order to derive the baseline material
herein. This approach reduces the uncertainty in the estimates to complete
the project, enhances the ability of the PMO to monitor and control project
execution and aids risk identification.
A Configuration Control Board (CCB) will be formally established to review
and approve change requests to the approved project baselines (including
scope), as the need arises. Presently, however, the project management
team in consultation with the team leads oversee project change control.
Roles and responsibilities of the CCB shall be described in the Configuration
Management Plan (CMP).
The CCB will draw materials from areas such as, but not limited to:
• the project funding agreements;
• product descriptions and specifications;
• change requests; and
• contract or funding agreement variations, if any.
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7.2.2

Scope Definition
Identified and agreed scope will be elaborated and subdivided into smaller,
more manageable components to facilitate implementation.
The elaborated scope, once captured in appropriate requirements and design
specifications, shall be translated into appropriate work packages that are
included in the PMWBS. Note that the PMWBS is an element of the scope
baseline of the project and will be subject to approval via the integrated
change control process.

7.2.3

Project Master Work Breakdown Structure
The PMWBS is provided in section A.2 which represents the deliverableoriented hierarchical decomposition of the work to be executed by the project
team in order to accomplish the project’s objectives and to create the required
deliverables.
Should additional scope items need to be introduced to or removed from the
Project, the proposed changes will need to be considered in order to assess
the impact to the project. Should the PMWBS need to change, the scope
baseline will be updated and the new scope baseline established and
released.

7.3

SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT
Project schedule development may be summarised in several key steps, thus:
•

Activity definition and sequencing – decomposing the work packages
into activities and understanding the precedence between dependent
activities.

•

Activity resource estimating – identify resources used (e.g., people,
hardware etc) needed to complete the activity.

•

Activity duration estimating – estimating the duration based upon the
resource requirements and constraints.

The PMS was derived in consultation with, and directly from data provided by,
various Team Leads, Principal Investigators, Subject Mater Experts (SMEs)
within the project along with materials, input, estimates and advice provided
by third parties such as vendors (e.g., Burns Industries and PSI) and CSIRO
amongst others.
This allowed the project schedule to be successively developed. Once a
general schedule framework was available, an extensive consultation and
iterative process was engaged permitting various principals, the Project
Management Team and board members to review and have input into the
schedule development. Primary interest in this regard was noted to be centred
on options to accelerate the schedule.
Both steps mentioned above, were laborious. Data was often not available or
inconsistent nor where available was it centralised.
The iteration process to converge on the final schedule was also impeded by
conducting reviews over e-mail with varying levels of schedule tool expertise.
Typically a face-to-face workshop would have been useful to expedite such
processes however this was not an option due to funding constraints.
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The Project Master Schedule (PMS) shall be maintained by the PMO to the
work-package level. Once the PMP is approved and the schedule executed,
the PMO will periodically issue summary outlines of planned activates to the
development teams to help coordinate programmed activities. Moreover, the
PMO will seek to updated progress information in the PMS so as to permit
schedule tracking, periodic review of the schedule for relevance or major
variances in order to understand what remedial actions might be required to
be undertaken.

7.4

COST MANAGEMENT
Project cost and cost variances relative to the cost baseline shall be managed
in accordance with the cost management plan. Principally cost management
comprises planning, estimating budgeting and controlling cost so the project
can be completed within the approved budget.

7.4.1

Cost Estimating and Budgeting
The cost estimation process is required to develop an estimate of the costs of
the resources needed to complete the project. When establishing cost, project
work-products such as the PMWBS, activity resource requirements, rate costs
and activity duration requirements must be considered.
Estimating the cost of individual work packages are prepared from defined
specifications, data, drawings and then summarised to determine a project
total value.
In order to adequately capture all cost estimation information, a spreadsheet
shall be used for each scope item, variation or project work package that is
evaluated and considered for addition to the project scope baseline. This
spreadsheet, along with supporting archive data, shall be stored electronically
in the document control system to act as a reference for future monitoring and
be subject to configuration management control.
Generally, cost estimation should include:
•

Labour;

•

Materials;

•

Equipment;

•

Services; and

•

Special categories, such as inflation and contingency reserve.

Cost budgeting then involves aggregation of the individual costs to form the
summary budget for the entire project and permits the cost baseline to be
established for measuring cost performance.
Appendix C provides a summary of the derived cost baseline along with the
budget.
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7.4.2

Cost Control
Cost control includes many aspects such as:
•

influencing factors that create change to the cost baseline;

•

ensuring changes are reviewed and approved and managing those
changes;

•

assuring potential cost overruns do not exceed the authorised funding
limits both periodically and in total for the project; and

•

monitoring cost performance to determine and understand variance
from the cost baseline.

Cost control is concerned principally with understanding why cost variances,
positive or negative, have occurred and permits the Project Manager to make
appropriate decisions on future project actions. Note that positive variances
need to also be understood as that implies the Project Plan needs revision as
it may be inaccurate.
The PMO, with the assistance of the Project Director and Institutional Leads,
will periodically seek financial progress data for reporting purposes – as part
of the performance monitoring against the approved baseline. Such tracking
data will permit variances to be identified and to consider remedial actions
that may be required.
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7.5

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Project quality management essentially relates to ensuring that the project
deliverables satisfy the project requirements and are in alignment with the
project scope.
Whilst the overall project is not being delivered under a specific Quality
Management System the need for quality is nonetheless inherent in
successful delivery of the Instrument to Operations in order to meet the
project objectives.
By adopting key principles from a Systems Engineering approach, many
aspects of Quality Assurance are inherently being addressed. Specific
elements adopted shall include, but not be limited to:

7.6

•

development of System Specifications;

•

conduct of requirements and design reviews (e.g. SRR, CDRs);

•

conduct of Test Readiness Reviews (TRRs);

•

conduct of Verification testing supported by Acceptance Test Plans
and Procedures (ATP&Ps); and

•

the utilisation of Verification Cross Reference Matrix (VCRM) to ensure
verification test coverage against the system requirements.

RISK & ISSUE MANAGEMENT
Risk refers to future conditions or circumstances that exist outside of the
control of the project team that may have a beneficial (opportunity) or adverse
impact (risk) on the project should they occur.
The risk management objective on the Project is to identify negative project
risks and develop strategies which either significantly reduce or avoid those
risks. Risks may be categorised in many ways and the following Risk
Breakdown Structure (RBS) provides such a categorisation in order to help
identify risks.
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Risk Management involves the following major processes:
•

Risk Identification – determination of the type of possible risks that are
likely to impact the project;

•

Risk Quantification – evaluation of the risks and risk interactions,
assessing the probability of the risk event and possible outcomes;

•

Risk Treatments – determination of the opportunities and responses to
risk threats; and

•

Controlled Risk Response – responding to ongoing and changing
factors that present risks over the lifespan of the project.

The Project Manager, in consultation with the project team, will monitor risks
periodically (monthly) or as required and on an ongoing basis. Identified risk
responses will be subject to change control.
Appendix D provides a summary of the ten (10) most significant risks
identified on the project to date and extracted from the Risk Register.
Moreover, section C.4 summarised the risk reserve analysis based also on
the data in the Risk Register.
The Risk Register utilises the following classification schemes in order to rate
the identified risks, to assess their significance to the project and to derive the
required contingency reserve to be held by the project.
For a given risk, Table 6 lists the possible likelihood classification, Table 7 the
descriptor of the risk consequence should the risk be realised and Table 8 the
product that governs the overall Level of Risk. It is the scaled Earned
Monetary Value (EMV) based on the product of the likelihood and impact that
governs the contingency reserve to be held for that risk.

Table 6 Risk Likelihood Ratings
Level
A
B
C
D
E

Descriptor
Almost certain
Likely
Possible
Unlikely
Rare

Description
Is expected to occur in most circumstances.
Will probably occur in most circumstances.
Might occur at some time.
Could occur at some time.
May occur only in exceptional circumstances.

Table 7 Risk Consequence Ratings
Level

Descriptor

1

Insignificant

2

Minor

3

Moderate

4

Major

5

Catastrophic

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006

Description
No injuries, no impact on facility area, no financial
or schedule impact.
First aid treatment, short-term impact on facility
area, minimal financial and schedule impact.
Medical treatment required, long-term impact on
facility area, financial impact < 5% of overall
budget, schedule impact < 1 month.
Extensive injuries, short-term impact outside
facility area, financial impact 5%-10% of overall
budget, schedule impact 1-2 months.
Death, long-term impact outside facility area,
financial impact > 10% of overall budget, schedule
impact > 2 months..
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Table 8 Level of Risk
Likelihood
A
B
C
D

Insignificant
1
H
M
L
L

Minor
2
H
H
M
L

Consequence
Moderate
3
E
H
H
M

Major
4
E
E
E
H

Catastrophic
5
E
E
E
E

The approach for managing risks on the Project is summarised below.
Risks will be reviewed periodically and based on their overall Level of Risk
and identified trigger points they may or may not be treated. Generally, risk
management will be based on:
• Proactive planning of risk management;
• Identification of risks;
• Delineation and specification of the nature of the risk;
• Qualitative risk analysis (to assess impact and likelihood);
• Identification of solutions to manage the risk (e.g. mitigation strategies);
• Implementation of adequate risk response planning, if applicable; and
• Assessment of the effectiveness of the action taken.
Risks of sufficiently low ranking will be monitored whilst more significant risks
will be actively treated. Treated risks may result in additional work packages
being defined in order to be mitigated. Such changes will potentially be
admitted via the integrated change control process and therefore subject to
the appropriate review and approval processes.
Closely linked to the risk management are issues (materialised risks). Project
level issues will be recorded and managed by the Project Manager in an
Issues Register to ensure resolution through closure. Issues shall be handled
through dialogue at project meetings, email and telephone communications
between affected stakeholders.
Technical issues will be managed as part of the engineering sub-program and
of which their management will be described in the Systems Engineering
Management Plan (SEMP).

7.7

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
Project communications entails creation, collection, distribution, storage and
ready retrieval of project information to project stakeholders. Of course,
project stakeholders includes the public (via outreach programs), funding
agencies, the project team members and the Board. As such, determination of
stakeholder information requirements needs to be assessed in terms of
whom, in what form and frequency and a clear definition of who is responsible
for providing the various information.
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7.7.1

Weekly Meetings
Regular Team Meetings
Regular (weekly) team meetings will be held with the Project Team Leaders
and Managers to discuss:
• Project Progress;
• Resources;
• Risks & Issues; and
• Other Business.
The Project Manager will chair the meeting with a nominated person involved
in the meeting taking the associated minutes. Actions, issues or dates arising
from the meeting are to be recorded and assigned to the relevant individual.
The minutes of the meeting will subsequently be forwarded to attendees for
approval.
Project Status Reports
The Project Manager will provide Project Status Reports (PSR) to the Project
Board on a monthly basis. The contents of the PSR will likely include a list of
the most significant risks, and issues and status against the project baselines
thus Project Management Plan. Moreover, a view of the upcoming project
activities and milestones for the next reporting period and review of status
from the previous period will be provided.
The MWA project maintains a public accessible website for general
information located at http://www.mwatelescope.org The project also
maintains a twiki, primarily for intra-project communications and tracking
documentation and technical information at http://mwa-lfd.haystack.mit.edu.
A number of email distribution lists are maintained, to facilitate intra-project
communications whereby all such communications are archived for reference
purposes.
The Project Director distributes a regular newsletter to a wide project and nonproject audience, summarising recent progress and results on a monthly
basis.
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7.8

PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
The Project Management Team shall formulate a draft policy recommendation
to the board outlining the approach to be taken for high value procurements
exceeding a nominal threshold of US$0.5M whereby a competitive process is
considered desirable.
Subject to any resultant policy, each procurement shall be considered on its
merits. The Project Management Team will typically be cognisant of
complexity, size, whether the items are off-the-shelf or bespoke and the
nature of the vendors available to bid.
The procurement management processes will vary between sourcing
institutions and the complexity of the procurement however project oversight
will be required by the PMO to ensure suitable project deliverables are being
requested, Statements of Work (SOW) are issued and dependencies, risk and
terms and conditions are adequately known.

7.9

PROJECT MONITORING & CONTROL
The Project will plan, monitor, and control the Project using a combination of
processes, procedures and tools. These will include:
•

The Project Manager will perform, or supervise the performance of, all
project planning, controlling, reporting, evaluation, and direction
functions;

•

Conduct frequent, project evaluation and review meetings and initiate
actions for resolution;

•

Review the schedule on a periodic basis to understand current and
future progress;

•

Review the costs on a periodic basis to identify discrepancies and
future variations;

•

Facilitate technical workshops to ensure alignment of requirements of
the solution amongst stakeholders;

•

Ensure the project team understands the remaining scope and final
deliverables – including review with the team regularly to prevent
scope creep;

•

Conduct monthly progress reviews; and

•

Prepare and submit monthly progress reports to the board.

On a periodic basis, or after each milestone, the project team will review and
update the remaining tasks and schedule for the project.
The Project Manager will routinely assess progress against that planned in
terms of scope, schedule, cost and risk. Routine risk assessment and
identification will be undertaken as part of this periodic process.
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7.9.1

Change Control Management
Change Control will be undertaken in accordance with the processes and
procedures outlined in the CMP [10].

7.10

ENGINEERING PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
This Systems Engineering Management Plan (SEMP) [9] shall identify and
describe the plans, processes and guidance for the engineering teams
responsible for conducting the project ScOW in terms of development, review
and production. Moreover, the SEMP shall describe the Test and Evaluation
program activities in board terms.
The SEMP shall be subordinate to the PMP and shall be the single planning
and controlling document for all Systems Engineering activities and related
efforts, and shall have authority over, and give direction to, any subordinate
sub-program plans.
The SEMP shall describe how technical effort will be coordinated to meet
cost, schedule and performance objectives and shall:

7.11

•

incorporate major products and outcomes;

•

identify major Systems Engineering tools to be used;

•

define methods of documentation for engineering and technical
information;

•

include specification of configuration baselines;

•

identify methods of analysis and validation of system requirements;

•

required implementation tasks for integration and assembly of the
instrument; and

•

define approaches for systems analysis as appropriate.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFTEY
Site visitations and on-site infrastructure shall be operated in accordance with
legislative Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) requirements and other
legislative requirements to ensure a safe working environment.
The project will operate under the CSIRO safety program until such time as
this may be deemed unsuitable. In such a case, the Project will develop its
own processes and procedures to address this void and look to conduct its
own safety training as necessary.
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7.12

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Effective project management requires consistent and repeatable processes
to manage constraints of scope, time, cost and quality, and active support via
Configuration Management (CM) is essential. Configuration over the lifecycle
of a Configuration Item (CI) provides visibility and control of its performance,
function and physical attributes. Applying Configuration Change Management
(CCM) to project work-products ensures:
•

the correct version of a CI is used by the project team;

•

relevant changes are made by approved individuals;

•

stakeholders can be notified of approved changes; and

•

a record of CI changes is kept for delivery to assure the integrity of
project deliverables and for audit and project closure purposes.

The Configuration Manage Plan (CMP) will describe the overall processes
and procedures of Configuration Management (CM) to be used on the project
in terms of controlled work-products.
The CMP will be a subordinate plan to the PMP and shall cover essential
elements of such as plans, baselines, hardware and software configuration
and documentation control based on tools already used within the project
environment. Such tools include source control tools, databases and/or
spread-sheets, documentation control system and many others.
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8.

OPERATIONS

8.1

TRANSITION TO OPERATIONS
Upon conclusion of Phase 3 of the Project, the project team shall transition all
relevant deliverables to the Operations group to permit its effective support
during the operational phase. This phase is described in the Operations
Management Plan (OMP) [12]. Such deliverables shall include, but not be
limited to, System Specifications, engineering design documents and
drawings, Bills of Materials and firmware and software source code, as
applicable. The project will define and provide such as list and the
deliverables prior to hand-off and project closure.
It should be noted that this plan covers the cost of delivering the project
through to closure at conclusion of Phase 3. The Operations Model to be
employed and an estimate of the associated costs thereto are provided in the
OMP [12].

8.2

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
At this stage in the project, the OMP [12] shall describe the operations model
that is intended to be adopted during the Operational phase as noted above.
Furthermore, it is intended that the OMP will evolve as the project matures
until System Commissioning begins (i.e., at the commencement of Phase 3)
in order to account for final Instrument capabilities, including having
completed the appropriate design reviews, and the date of commencement is
better understood.
Understanding the commencement time of year will affect the mixture of
science observations to be undertaken. For example, should the EoR field be
observable in the night time, operations and configuration of the system will
be optimised for EoR data collection and the corresponding team prepared for
the data analysis. If, however, the EoR field occurs during the day when
operations begin, a different mix of observations and set of system
optimisations will be required.
It is further intended that the Instrument will be run in an unmanned mode and
be remotely operated via a permanent network connection. An observations
queue will be used to schedule observations that are dynamic at the level of
reacting to changing atmospheric conditions. The instrument will be monitored
around the clock by two or three crews of approximately two or three people
situated around the world.
During its operational lifetime, routine scheduled maintenance will be
undertaken along with on-demand visitations to site as and when issues are
identified.
An archive and data analysis team would need to be located in Perth to
maintain data flow from the instrument into the archive and to deal with the
distribution of data to other remote project archives.
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Appendix A
A.1

Project Scope Baseline

Scope Statements
The Science and Technical Scope Statements below are based heavily on
extracts from references [7] and [8].
It should be noted that after completing the Mission and Support System
Specifications, as planned in Phase 2, a clear picture of the Instrument
specifications will result hence the scope statements given herein shall be
refined.
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A.1.1

Science Scope
The MWA is an inherently versatile instrument with a wide range of potential
science goals. Scientific priorities during the early science phase will be
determined partly by the evolving instrumental capabilities, and partly by the
potential of such studies to accelerate commissioning and the initiation of the
key science projects. Herein, the science scope pertaining to the initial year of
normal operations is considered, focusing exclusively on the highest-priority
key science projects.
In astronomy, the highest priority key science project is detection of redshifted 21cm signals from HI during the epoch of reionisation, using power
spectral techniques, direct detection of quasar ionised “bubbles”, or both. In
solar, heliospheric and ionospheric (SHI) research, the highest priority is
characterisation of the heliospheric magnetoionic medium via interplanetary
scintillation and Faraday rotation propagation effects using background
astronomical radio sources.
Secondary key science projects include radio transient detection and
monitoring, solar burst imaging, studies of ionospheric phenomena, and a
variety of astronomical studies using all-sky survey data (dubbed “galactic and
extragalactic” or GEG research). Examples of the latter include Faraday
tomography of the interstellar medium, the galactic distribution of cosmic rays,
the hidden population of galactic supernova remnants, pulsar emission
mechanisms and population statistics, and the low-frequency cosmic web.
Most of these secondary projects can be conducted using data collected
during or in support of the two highest-priority key science projects, in part
because accurate calibration of the MWA requires comprehensive
characterisation of the sky across wide instantaneous fields of view, as well
as accurate characterisation of the behaviour of the ionosphere. However,
during the first full year of regular operations, observing schedules and
scientist access to currently foreseen support resources will be driven by the
two high priority projects. Other science will be accomplished by the MWA
scientific community on a best effort basis, or via funds acquired separately
from those described in the core project budget attached to this document.
The original science scope included three key science projects. These were
the EoR, transients, and SHI. The science scope described here is somewhat
more sharply focused, with two important modifications to the earlier goals.
• Transient science has been removed as a supported activity due to
reprioritisation consistent with the scope contingency adopted in earlier
project documents. It is anticipated that transient science will occur
anyway, particularly for those observing modes that are commensal,
given the high level of community interest and the powerful Instrumental
capabilities.
• SHI science has been more tightly focused, with the key investigations
defined as those leading to improved measurements of the heliosphere,
and the attendant direct implications for space weather prediction.
Solar imaging and ionospheric research have been de-emphasised for
initial operations, though the instrumental capabilities that enable these
studies will be retained, and the acquisition of data suitable for
supporting these investigations will occur as a by-product to the key
science observations.
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A.1.2

Technical Scope
The technical scope of the MWA Instrument is described below and is an
modified excerpt from both refs. [7] and [8].
The Instrument is to be an array of 512 tiles (referred to as 512-T), serviced
by 512 beamformers and 64 receivers.
The base-level specification calls for the generation of a single-pointed beam
from each beamformer although if resources allow, multiple beams will be
generated simultaneously. The receivers will be environmentally packaged for
operation in the harsh conditions of the mid-west region i.e., they will be
thermally controlled (cooled).
The receiver packaging will be also be RFI-tight, so as to preserve the pristine
radio quiet environment of the MRO. Receivers will feed signals to a correlator
corresponding to 32 MHz of bandwidth in 24 units of 1.28 MHz each, with a
centre frequency tunable across the 80 – 330 MHz accessible frequency
range of the Instrument. The base level specification is for those 24 frequency
channels to be contiguous. If resources allow, the 24 channels may be
allowed to be non-contiguous across the 80 – 330 MHz accessible bandwidth
of the Instrument.
The correlator will feed visibility data, in the form of ethernet packets to an
RTC for processing using the RTS. The RTS will perform real-time calibration
of the visibility data, including ionospheric calibration and produce real-time
images.
Depending upon a number of external project factors that remain to be
determined, the RTC may reside in Geraldton or at the MRO. Depending on
whether a fibre link is available, visibility data may need to be transported on
disk between the MRO and Geraldton. MWA images will be held in a primary
data archive likely located either in Perth or Geraldton. Secondary science
archives will likely be located in Melbourne and in the USA.
Present cost estimates assume that the RTC will be procured through the
Pawsey Centre and that the hardware will reside at the MRO. Furthermore,
data transportation costs are not included in the project cost baseline as they
are assumed to be part of the Operations budget. Procurement of the RTC
through the Pawsey Centre is an identified project risk.
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A.1.2.1

Physical

The initial implementation of the array includes the following major elements:
• 512 antenna tiles, each comprising 16 dual-polarisation wideband
dipoles operating between 80 and 300 MHz.
• Analogue beamformer units, one per tile, capable of steering the tile
beam in any direction down to 30 degrees elevation.
• Tiles distributed over an area 1.5 km in diameter, with outlier 16 tiles
providing baselines up to 3km.
• 64 receiver nodes in field enclosures, each connected to 8 tiles via
coaxial cable lines, and each connected to the central processing facility
by 6 fibre lines. Each node receives centrally generated power, and
distributes power to the tiles.
• Distribution of a stable sampling clock signal from a central location to
each receiver node, via fibre.
• Transmission of 30.72 MHz of digitised RF bandwidth for each
polarisation of each tile from the nodes to the central processing facility
via fibre
• A hardware correlator based on FPGAs capable of performing a full
cross-correlation of all signals from all tiles. The aggregate input data
rate to the correlator is 315 Gbits/sec.
• Output correlator time resolution of 0.5 seconds, and output correlator
frequency resolution of 40 kHz, yielding 768 spectral channels. The
correlator output data rate is ~40 Gbits/sec, delivered over 64 copperbased gigE lines
• A digital voltage-sum array beamformer function as part of the correlator
system, capable of providing up to 32 simultaneous independently
pointed array beams on the sky with sample-level time resolution
• A real-time computer (RTC) implemented as a Linux cluster with
graphical processing unit (GPU) acceleration for several highly parallel
compute-intensive tasks associated with real-time calibration and
imaging. Key RTC parameters are:
o

32 compute nodes

o

64 GPU units

o

12 Gbytes of RAM per node

o

Power dissipation 40 kW

• On-site near-term data storage capacity of a few tens of Tbytes.
• Infrastructure elements provided by CSIRO, consisting of:
o

Shielded, air-conditioned equipment space in a central
building.

o

Power generation and delivery of underground power lines to
the centre of the MWA array configuration.

o

Fibre connectivity from the centre of the MWA array
configuration to the central building, and from the central
building to the outside world.

• The output correlator spectral resolution of 40 kHz.
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A.1.2.2

Software and firmware

The initial MWA firmware capability will be:
• Delivery of 24 contiguous 1.28 MHz channels from the receiver node.
The location of the contiguous block of channels within the 80-300 MHz
range may be arbitrarily chosen.
• Single-mode cross-correlation of the MWA demonstrator signals
yielding 0.5 second time resolution and 40 kHz spectral resolution.
These parameters will not be adjustable.
• Formation of 32 simultaneous independently pointed voltage-sum array
beams, on demand.
For M&C, the initial MWA capability is:
• Basic control of all receiver functions, suitable for use by an expert
operator.
• Basic but flexible control of all RTS functions, including organisation and
storage of calibration data. Experimentation with RTS control
parameters must be facilitated.
• A meta-data archive for monitor data.
• Basic graphical user interfaces suitable for use by experts.
• Control and monitoring of site infrastructure elements, including
generators, air conditioning and the like.
• Documentation at a level suitable as reference material for experts.
For RTS, the initial MWA capability is:
• Ionospheric solution for ~200 sources across the sky, with 8-second
cadence.
• Tile gain solutions for ~20 sources per 8-second interval, and ~150
sources per minute.
• Accurate source “peeling” for 50-100 bright sources in each 8-second
interval.
• Production of 1152x1152 pixel images for each channel every 8
seconds, corrected for ionospheric and tile solutions, and for 3D
imaging effects.
• Corrected 8-second channel maps, plus calibration data, are the
primary RTS data products.
For science analyses, the initial capability is:
• Creation of an EoR database, with metadata for data filtering, from the
RTS output
• EoR real time module and on-line data quality control
• EoR offline quality control and data selection
• Formation of IPS observables from phased array voltage beam data
• Creation of an IPS database, using internationally agreed data format
• Generation of rotation measure time series data from known polarised
sources using stacked RTS output images
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A.1.3

Technical Performance Specifications
The following instrument technical performance specification have been taken
from ref. [7] and taken from Lonsdale et. al. 2009, IEEE submitted.
Table 9 Instrument Technical Performance Specifications
Parameter
Frequency range
Number of receptors
Number of antenna tiles
Number of baselines
Collecting area
Field of View
Configuration
Bandwidth
Spectral channels
Temporal resolution
Polarisation
Continuum point source sensitivity
Array voltage-beams

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006

Value
80-300 MHz
8192 dual polarisation dipoles
512
130,816
2
~8000 m (at 200 MHz)
2
~15°-50° (1000 deg at 200 MHz)
Core array ~1.5 km diameter (97% of area) +
extended array ~3 km diameter (3% of area)
220 MHz (Sampled);
30.72 MHz (Processed)
1024 (30 kHz spectral resolution)
0.5 sec un-calibrated, 8 sec calibrated
Full Stokes
20mJy in 1 sec (at 200 MHz full bandwidth);
0.34mJy in 1 hr
32, single polarisation
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A.2

Project Master Work Breakdown Structure
Figure 3 and Table 10 depict the Project Master Work Breakdown Structure
(PMWBS) in graphical and textual formats respectively. The PMWBS
represents a hierarchical deliverables-oriented decomposition of the work to
be undertaken by the project team and represents the project scope
boundary. The PMWBS, forms part of the scope baseline with each element
in the structure typically representing a work-package at its lowest level.
Section 5.2 of this document provides an overview of these work areas and
the related project delivery aspects.
The PMWBS and PMS have been derived in consultation with, and directly
from data provided by, various Team Leads, Principal Investigators, Subject
Mater Experts (SMEs) within the project along with materials, input, estimates
and advice provided by third parties such as vendors (e.g., Burns Industries
and PSI) and CSIRO amongst others.
It should be noted that the work represented by the PMWBS is fundamentally
a superset of the work packages previously defined by the project in that the
work packages are regrouped and further decomposed into smaller more
manageable elements. This allows for a more complete identification of work
to be undertaken along with what should be a better estimation to complete
that work.
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Table 10 Project Master WBS (Textual Representation)
Level
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WBS #

Description

0

0

MWA - Project

1

1

Project Management

2

1.2

Project Resources (Level of Effort)

2

1.3

Project Agreements

2

1.4

Project Reviews

2

1.5

Project Reporting

2

1.6

Project Configuration Management

2

1.7

Project Closure

1

2

Systems Engineering

2

2.1

Engineering Management

2

2.2

Change Management

2

2.3

Configuration Management

2

2.4

Systems Safety Program

2

2.5

Engineering Resources

1

3

Procurement Summary

2

3.1

Load Bank

2

3.2

Trenching/Conduit

2

3.3

Power

2

3.4

Fibre

2

3.5

Receivers

2

3.6

Tiles

2

3.7

Correlator (Hardware)

2

3.8

Real-Time Computer (RTC)

2

3.9

Miscellaneous

1

4

Site Visitation Program

2

4.1

Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S)

2

4.2

Phase 1 Visitations

2

4.3

Phase 2 Visitations - Monthly Program

2

4.4

Phase 3 Visitations - Program (Placeholder only)

1

5

Phase 1: System Definition & Pre-production (32-T Prototyping)

2

5.3

System Definition

2

5.4

System Development

2

5.5

System Integration

2

5.6

System Deployment

2

5.7

Test & Evaluation

2

5.8

Phase Review

1

6

Phase 2: System Realisation (512-T System)

2

6.4

System Definition

3

6.4.1

Trade-off Studies

3

6.4.2

Mission System

4

6.4.2.1

System Requirements

4

6.4.2.2

System Design

3

6.4.3

Support System

4

6.4.3.1

System Requirements

4

6.4.3.2

System Design

2

6.5

System Development

3

6.5.1

Mission System
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Table 10 Project Master WBS (Textual Representation)
Level

WBS #

Description

4

6.5.1.2

Software Development (General)

4

6.5.1.3

Tiles

4

6.5.1.4

Receiver

4

6.5.1.5

Correlator

4

6.5.1.6

Monitor & Control (M&C)

4

6.5.1.7

Real Time Computer (RTC)

4

6.5.1.8

Real Time Software (RTS)

4

6.5.1.9

EoR Data Provision

3

6.5.2

Support System

2

6.6

System Integration

2

6.7

System Build-out and Deployment

3

6.7.1

Support System

4

6.7.1.2

Site Preparation - Part 1

4

6.7.1.3

Load-bank - Interim

4

6.7.1.4

Trenching or Conduit

4

6.7.1.5

Power - Central Distribution to Receivers

4

6.7.1.6

Fibre - CSIRO Building to Array Centre and Array Distribution

4

6.7.1.7

Receiver Bases/Mountings

4

6.7.1.8

UPS

4

6.7.1.9

CSIRO Building

3

6.7.2

Mission System

4

6.7.2.2

Site Preparation - Part 2

4

6.7.2.4

Cable Procurement (BF to Receiver & Receiver to Correlator)

4

6.7.2.5

Tiles with Beamformers

4

6.7.2.6

Receiver

4

6.7.2.7

Correlator

4

6.7.2.8

RTC

3

6.7.3

Site Integration Testing

4

6.7.3.1

Site Integration Test - Plans & Procedures

4

6.7.3.2

Site Integration Testing

4

6.7.3.3

Site & Integration Test Report

2

6.8

Test & Evaluation

3

6.8.1

Planning

3

6.8.2

Instrument Acceptance Testing

2

6.9

Integrated Logistics Support

3

6.9.1

Technical Documentation

3

6.9.2

System Manuals

2

6.1

Science & Engineering Support (Level of Effort)

3

6.10.1

Data Analysis and Verification Support

3

6.10.2

Science Preparation

3

6.10.3

Post Development Engineering Support

2

6.11

Phase Review

1

7

Phase 3: System Commissioning & Early Science

2

7.2

Commissioning & Early Science

3

7.2.1

Commissioning Support

3

7.2.2

Early Science & Analysis

2

7.3

Operations & Maintenance
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Table 10 Project Master WBS (Textual Representation)
Level
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WBS #

Description

3

7.3.1

Site Operations & Maintenance

3

7.3.2

Instrument Maintenance & Support

3

7.3.3

MTBF Monitoring and Record Keeping System

2

7.4

Phase Review
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Appendix B

Project Schedule Baseline

The Project Master Schedule (PMS) has been derived directly from the
PMWBS and its associated work packages. Each work package was
sequenced according to its logical precedence and interdependencies and
was resourced and estimated as the schedule was developed.
In order to mitigate schedule delays, options to accelerate procurement have
been considered and adopted during the schedule development cycle.
Fundamentally, this involved trading-off the risk of schedule acceleration in
lieu of certainty of design, parts, performance or dependent elements. Of
course, acceleration could lead to further schedule delays and cost increases
should re-work be incurred or the accelerated steps need to be repeated. The
schedule will continue to be assessed during development for further
opportunities to fast-track the project.
Clearly one needs to be mindful of such risks and ensure that the SOW and
other procurement documents provided to vendors are sufficiently well
specified, the subsystems being considered are sufficiently mature in their
requirements and design or the risk of re-work is out-weighed by the cost of
delay. Presently, the Receiver enclosure is one such example which has been
accelerated owing to its particularly lengthy build-out phase. In this example,
an optimal trade-off has been identified in that technical performance risk will
be mitigated by the accelerated procurement of two (2) prototypes units (one
from each of two different vendors) followed by cycle testing including RFI
performance assessment before the production units are procured. It should
be noted that the design has already been completed thus the risk deemed
manageable at this time.
Once the schedule was optimised basic levelling was applied.
The schedule models the PMWBS in structure and incorporates support
services and deliverables in areas such as Project Management, Systems
Engineering and reflects the phased delivery approach of the Instrument
development through to Phase 3 – i.e., Commissioning and Early Science.
Table 11 provides a high-level summary of the project schedule to level one in
terms of the PMWBS and provides the broad dates over which the various
phases are to be conducted.

Table 11 Project Schedule (Summary Level)
Duration

WBS
#
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
MWA - Project Master Schedule (PMS)
Project Management
Systems Engineering
Procurement Summary
Site Visitation Program
Phase 1: System Definition & Pre-production
(32-T Prototyping)
Phase 2: System Realisation (512-T System)
Phase 3: System Commissioning & Early Science

MWA-PMP-001 Revision 0006

Start

Finish

(Working
Days)

02-Nov-09
02-Nov-09
01-Dec-09
23-Mar-10
02-Nov-09

27-Apr-12
27-Apr-12
26-Apr-12
16-May-11
16-Dec-11

650
650
628
299
555

02-Nov-09
01-Mar-10
19-Oct-11

09-Mar-10
19-Oct-11
27-Apr-12

92
428
137
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Phase 1 is shown to commence on 2-Nov-2009 and was based on a snapshot of work packages and activities remaining to complete that phase at the
time of the schedule development.
Phase 2 is assumed to begin on an Effective Date (ED) of 1-Mar-2010 and is
estimated to conclude 19-Oct-2011. This date is based on the assumptions
that all work associated with Phase 1 has completed and that sponsor
dependent monies are freed-up or exist within the project so as to not impede
progress.
These assumptions are, of course, risks and are captured in the Risk Register
accordingly. Phase 2 represents the bulk of the work to be conducted by the
project team and represents the completion of requirements, design,
development and integration of the 512-T Instrument and supporting
infrastructure followed by build-out and deployment to site ahead of
verification (acceptance) testing in situ.
During Phase 3, commissioning of the Instrument occurs over the first six (6)
months of the phase and follows successful completion of Phase 2.
Concurrent to Commissioning, an Early Science phase will be conducted over
a six (6) month period in which EoR activities will be given priority. This phase
is primarily driven by fixed-duration tasks with specified Level of Effort (LOE)
resourcing based on estimated science contributions and effort to support and
commission the Instrument.
In addition to the aforementioned three phases, Project Management and
Systems Engineering occur over the bulk of the project period and are based
on specific Project and Engineering Management and associated activities in
addition to LOE resourcing for key project personnel. Key positions such as
the Project Director, Manager, Engineer and Scientist, along with the
Commissioning Engineer, Configuration Manger, IT Support Engineer,
Correlator Team Leader and Commissioning Support Engineer are all LOE
resources within these two areas. Note that the LOE varies on a resource
basis according to their project nominal contribution (e.g., Project Manager
has FTE of unity).
The two remaining WBS areas, namely, Procurement Summary and Site
Visitations Programs are modest in terms representative effort.
Procurement Summary currently represents a procurement timetable in terms
of order and delivery dates however this will be updated as vendors become
engaged during Phase 2 execution and incorporate specific deliverables and
dependencies between the Project and vendor efforts. Works to support such
activities are implicit in the LOE resourcing for both Project Management and
Systems Engineering at this time.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively depict the PMS in Gantt chart form
showing the proposed milestones (cf. Table 3) and the major materiel
acquisitions dates. The full project schedule is to be made available as
supporting material in PDF format.
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Appendix C
C.1

Project Budget and Cost Baseline

Project Budget
The proposed project budget given in Table 12 supports the PMS and
includes the ETC covering the residual work for Phase 1 as of 1 December
2009 through to the completion of Phase 3.
The ETC has been based on a bottom-up estimate of work remaining to
complete delivery of the project scope and includes the current available
funds to the project either in terms of unspent monies at the Effective Date
(ED) or those revenue streams currently awarded or being actively pursued.
Table 12 Budget
Source

Amount
(US$)

Notes

x 1,000,000
Revenue
Balance @ ED (1-Dec-09)
USA
Australia
RRI

1.2
0.0
0.0

Subtotal

1.2

Australia
EIF
NCRIS
Pawsey Centre
ICRAR

2.9
4.3
0.7
0.3

Super Science Fellowships
Australia-India scheme

2.8
0.4

Subtotal

11.2

India
Australia-India scheme

0.4

USA
NSF request

4.1

Total

16.8

Expenditure
ETC
Balance

Education Investment Fund
National Collaborative Research Infrastructure Scheme
MWA HPC support.
Support for site visits.
ARC proposals from Curtin University of Technology and
from the University of Melbourne.
Australia-India Strategic Research Fund

Australia-India Strategic Research Fund

(16.8)
0.0

Note that the ETC (synonymous with the total project cost) has been derived
from the estimated labour cost (based on the resource-loaded schedule and
derived from the PMWBS) along with Other Direct Costs (ODCs) such as
equipment, travel and site visits. The cost breakdown is given in Table 13.
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The ETC presented above has increased from an estimated US$11.3M (i.e.
AU$12.2M) as reported in the 17 February 2009 report to AAL due to a
number of factors including:
• Additional schedule impact hence labour costs due to 32-T slippages
including increased number of site visits from September 2009 to
projected completion early March 2010.
• Projected increase in the number of Correlator Boards and
corresponding RTC and UPS capacity due to identified on-board
resource constraints.
• Previously unidentified infrastructure elements such as receiver
mountings and equipment racks amongst others.
• Additional costs and schedule impacts due to 512-T Correlator Board
retooling and restart as the previous procurement phase was recently
halted due to funding constraints.
• Final design and build costs of the Receiver enclosures.
• Travel budget and site visitation program revision.
• Additional work-package identification in areas such as on-site
infrastructure, verification and RFI compliance.
• Revised risk assessment and reserve estimation both management
reserve (unknown risks) and contingency reserves (known risks).
• Labour underestimation based on historical performance to date.
• Additional resources added, to support the (accelerated) schedule
including Commissioning Support Engineer (1.0 FTE), IT Support
Engineer (0.5 FTE), Configuration Manger (0.5 FTE) and several
consultant roles and a general hand to support different aspects of the
project.
Note that Table 12 includes a US$0.7M line item for the Pawsey Centre
support for High Performance Computing allowance that represents both an
opportunity and risk to the project. To this end, MWA has recently been
invited to submit a statement of computational requirements, including data
archival requirements, to the Pawsey Centre Steering Committee. This
submission is due mid February 2010 and invitations to both MWA and
ASKAP have been extended as the two SKA pathfinder projects at the MRO.
This invitation was extended to MWA to allow the Steering Committee be fully
apprised of MWA requirements so that it may make informed decisions
regarding HPC procurements.
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C.2

Project Expenditure
Table 13 provides the total estimated project expenditure through to
completion i.e., the ETC and its breakdown.
Table 13 Project Expenditure (US$)
Item
General
Labour
Equipment
Site Visits
Project Meetings
Management Team Travel
Subtotal

2009

2010

2011

$243,095

$2,042,836
$5,539,202
$160,000
$200,000
$100,000

$1,947,840
$1,675,120
$240,000
$200,000
$100,000

$828,779
$200,000
$200,000
$95,000

$5,062,550
$7,214,322
$600,000
$600,000
$295,000

$8,042,039

$4,162,960

$1,323,779

$13,771,872

$243,095

Other Direct Costs
LIEF Salary Buy-out
M. Lynch (0.4 FTE)
S. Tingay (1.0 FTE)
Consultancy (C-Tek Soln’s)
Subtotal

2012

Total

$64,170
$74,400
$5,580

$64,170
$74,400
$5,580

$144,150

$144,150

Risk Reserve
Contingency Reserve
Management Reserve

$0
$0

$453,443
$523,560

$453,443
$523,560

$453,443
$523,560

$1,360,329
$1,570,681

Subtotal

$0

$977,003

$977,003

$977,003

$2,931,009

$387,245

$9,019,042

$5,139,963

$2,300,782

$16,847,031

Total

From Table 13, the ETC is estimated at approximately US$16.8M and has
been based on the following assumptions:
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•

Per Table 14, the number of site visits averages one per month over
Phase 2 and 3 of the project thus equating to 8, 12 and 10 visits for
the calendar years 2010, 2011 and 2012 respectively. Each visit is
based on US$20k per visit, assuming five (5) days on site with seven
(7) persons participating. Furthermore, it is also assumed that there
are four (4) Australian residents and three (3) international travellers.

•

Project meeting travel is based on twenty (20) attendees travelling
twice per year at US$5k per person (cf. Table 14)

•

Project Management Team travel is based on six (6) trips per year for
the Project Director, Manger and Engineer to attend project reviews,
stakeholder visits and engineering and management reviews such as
CDRs. Furthermore, typically two (2) trips per year are anticipated for
both the Project Scientist to attend project review meetings or other
important meetings such as with Sponsors, if required. Again, US$5k
per trip per person is assumed (cf. Table 14).

•

Equipment costs have been estimated based on a combination of
vendor provided quotations and in some cases discussions with
respective SMEs. Figures from last baseline estimates have been
revalidated or revised where necessary and are summarised in Table
15, Materiel Acquisition. Table 15 also provides a list of procurement
start and end times as modelled in the PMS. Estimated component
and subsystem costs, where applicable and known, are provided.

•

Labour costs have been estimated using known rates for many
resources or estimates thereof. The PMS has been resource loaded
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and course manual levelling has been applied. During labour cost
estimation, resource hours have been capped at unity FTE on a
quarterly basis, if required. The average aggregate monthly rate is
estimated to be US$10k per month for non-in-kind personnel with a
total aggregated monthly “burn rate” of approximately US$433k per
month. This represents some forty three (43) direct-cost resources2 to
the project over the full project period.

Table 14 Travel & Site Visits

Site Visits

Project Meetings

Management Team

Year
Trips

Cost (US$)

Attendees

Trips

Cost (US$)

PD

PM

PE

PS

Cost
(US$)

2010

8

$160,000

20

2

$200,000

6

6

6

2

$100,000

2011

12

$240,000

20

2

$200,000

6

6

6

2

$100,000

2012

10

$200,000

20

2

$200,000

6

6

6

1

$95,000

$600,000

C.3

$600,000

$295,000

Materiel Acquisition
Table 15 depicts the Materiel Acquisition timetable derived from the schedule
wherein the dates of order and expected completion or delivery are noted.
The table also includes the cost of materials to be procured.
Procurement trigger dates were initially governed by completion of
development then integration of the subsystems immediately prior to build-up
during Phase 2. This criterion has been somewhat modified in order to
accelerate the schedule where the risk to do so has been deemed acceptable
as previously noted. Such optimisation has involved a considered approach to
interdependencies and subsystem maturity amongst others to bring the
procurement forward on a per case basis.
It should be noted that a cash-flow model remains to be determined and will
need to ensure payment amounts are sufficient to cover upcoming project
periods between milestones. Such data will be instrumental in developing a
mutually agreeable milestone payment table with the sponsors prior to
entering into agreement.

2

- i.e., those that are no in-kind contributions
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Table 15 Materiel Acquisition
Item Description

Start

Finish

Total Expenditure
(US$)

Load Bank

09-Apr-10

21-May-10

$6,250

$6,250

Trenching/Conduit

07-Dec-10

01-Feb-11

$350,000

$350,000

Power
Primary power substation (22kV
Feed)
Line-voltage (240v) cabling
Electrical utility boxes (weatherproof,
installed)
Electrical installation and test

02-Dec-10

30-Dec-10

Fibre
Fibre from hub to central building
Fibre patch-panel in weatherproof
enclosure

02-Dec-10

Receivers including Analogue,
Digital & Clock Subassemblies
Prototype Receivers (2 Units)
Receiver Bases/Mountings
Receiver Long-lead Items
Receiver Production Units (68 Units)
Cables to Correlator
Clock distribution
RRI production of 70 digital crates

$30,000
$7,000
$50,000
27-Jan-11
$10,000

05-May-11
28-Jun-10

Tiles & Ground Screens
Groundscreens
Beamformers
Tile Installation

06-Oct-10
06-Oct-10
16-Jun-10
08-Oct-10

19-Apr-11

Correlator (Hardware)
Board restart costs
Correlator
Correlator output switching

17-Dec-10

30-Dec-10

Real-Time Computer (RTC)
CPU Host Servers

17-Sep-10

05-May-11

19-Apr-11

17-Dec-10

$2,574,240
$148,800
$81,000
$347,330
$1,291,000
$126,000
$389,000
$776,000
$978,600

$509,250
$312,000

$509,250

$192,000
$43,500

Miscellaneous

$67,504

MAX sciGPU Resource

Total

$3,273,072
$111,702
$10,000

$18,600
$899,000
$61,000

Aberdeen Stirling X881 (equivalent)

Miscellaneous
Equipment Racks (CSIRO Procured)
UPS
RAID Disks
OHS Systems
RFI Shielding
Solar Power System
Test Equipment

$134,000
$124,000

23-Mar-10
23-Mar-10
02-Dec-10
17-Aug-10
19-Aug-10

Spares (5%)
Cabling (BF to Receiver &
Receiver to Correlator)
Fibre cables to receivers
Fibre install and test
Cabling – BF to receiver

$107,000
$20,000

nVidia C1060 GPUs (equivalent)
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Component Cost
(US$)

-$130,000
$24,246
18-Apr-11

$101,000

16-May-11
$41,000
$25,000
$35,000

19-Nov-10
30-Nov-10

16-May-11
19-Nov-10
25-Jan-11

$464,150
$237,150
$55,000
$2,000
$50,000
$50,000
$20,000
$50,000
$7,214,322
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Phase 2 (System Realisation), is based on a classical Systems Engineering
approach whereby system requirements are specified and the design
completed before the development commences – or at least concludes
subject to acceleration considerations. In this approach, the requirements and
design are maturated iteratively as design trade-offs are considered. At each
stage in this flow, the requirements then design become better known thus
permitting better cost and schedule estimates to be made. It is anticipated that
following the requirements and design phases, a re-estimation of the project
ETC will be conducted. Adjustments to the ETC would typically be covered by
the risk reserved.
In this approach, a set of two (2) (Mission and Support) System Specifications
will be generated which detail the overall system requirements which shall be
based, in part, on the science objectives. The System Specifications will be
subject to a System Requirements Review (SRR) and once approved and
shall form part of the approved engineering baseline and therefore subject to
configuration change control. In a similar manner, design documentation shall
be subject to review and become part of the controlled engineering baseline.

C.4

Reserve Analysis
Risk reserve has been incorporated into Table 13 above. The total reserve
comprises a Management Reserve (for unknown risks) and a Contingency
Reserve for foreseen risks.
Foreseen risks are captured in the Risk Register and it is the aggregated
factored risk amount that forms the Contingency Reserve for the project. Per
Table 16, the Contingency Reserve is estimated to be US$1.36M thus
representing 8.1% of the ETC.
A largely qualitative analysis of the Management Reserve was undertaken by
estimating the relative risk level of the work package level. Based on a simple
Low (5%), Medium (10%) or High (15%) assessment of the work packages
aggregated level of approximately 13% was estimated. When applied to
labour and equipment, this equates to a recommended Management Reserve
of approximately US$1.57M thereby representing an average rate of
approximately 9.3% of the ETC.
The combined risk reserve is therefore estimated to be US$2.93M (17.4%).
Subsequent revisions of the Risk Register will need to consider the
association of specific risks to identifiable work packages and trigger points
for mitigation so that release of reserve funds can be incorporated into the
cash-flow model and attributed and managed accordingly. At this time, risk
monies are assumed to be required uniformly over each of the years 2010
through 2012.
It should be noted that the Risk Register will be assessed and revised
regularly throughout the project lifecycle in response to risk identification,
retirement or mitigation. It is updated periodically and used to track risks to
closure or to monitor low-order risks on a watch-list. Moreover, risk monies
should not be considered a general extension of the project funding-base,
rather, specifically managed as reserves. Typically contingency is released by
approval of the Project Manager and Management Reserve is held and
released by Executive Management upon approval – i.e., the MWA Board in
the context of this Project.
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Table 16 Reserve Analysis
Item

Parameter

Management Reserve
Labour
Equipment
Other

Cost (US$)

13%
13%
-

$5,062,550
$7,214,322
-

Reserve (US$)
$632,819
$937,862
$1,570,681

Contingency
Risks Open
Schedule risk carried by project
Budget Risk carried by project
Factored Schedule
Factored Budget

50
13.3%
15.8%
146 days
$1,360,329

Total Project Reserve

C.5

17.4%

$1,360,329
$2,931,009

Project Investment To Date
The investment in the MWA project to date has totalled approximately
$US11.3M sourced as indicated in Table 17.

Table 17 Project Investment To Date
Australia

US$

Australian Research Council (Linkage Infrastructure and Equipment Fund)*

2.7M

International Science Linkages

1.3M

International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research

0.6M

CSIRO In-kind Contribution

0.8M

USA
National Science Foundation**

6.4M

India
Raman Research Institute

0.6M
11.3M

* - Includes matching cash contributions from partners
** - Includes matching cash and in-kind contributions from partners.
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Appendix D

Project Risks

Table 18 below lists the ten (10) most significant risks identified to date and
extracted from the Risk Register.
Presently fifty (50) risks have been identified and are Open, of which eighteen
(18) are classified as extreme under the classification scheme noted in Table
8, Level of Risk. Note that the impact listed represents the total unmitigated
impact on the project and not the factored (mitigated) contingency element to
be used in the Reserve determination. Not also that the values given in Table
8 are in Australian and not US dollars as used throughout this document.
See the full risk register for further details.

D.1

Array Calibration
Calibration and imaging under-performance during scale-up from the 32-tile to
the 512-tile system is an identified project risk (cf. Risk Register, ID # 25) and
was a topic of discussion during the NSF review of 15-16 June 2009 in
Seattle, Washington.
Full RTS functionality assumes a 512-tile array; calibration quality improves
as the number of tiles in the array increases and as more calibration sources
become visible. Simulations to date have shown that full calibration cannot be
attained reliably in a system with fewer than approximately 500 tiles.
During the bulk of Phases 1 and 2, calibration testing shall be performed
predominantly via sky and instrument simulations and via RTS operation in
the laboratory rather than deployment on site. It should be noted that scaling
of the RTC computational load distribution is a significant component of this
calibration performance risk below 500 tiles. Theoretically, a RTC could
develop bottlenecks above 192-T thereby necessitating an RTS redesign in
some form.
MWA has a state-of-the-art sky and instrument simulator and access to
extensive computing capacity in Boston. This represents a core project
capability; simulation of data has been critical to algorithm development and
robustness testing to date and has bolstered the 32-T RTS performance.
Astronomical tests of calibration will involve completion of tile beam
parameterisation. This affects gridding of data in the RTS, which is
computationally intensive. Once functional or numerical forms have been
assessed, RTS operation will test precision and benchmark performance.
Beam-shape is most likely to be determined from satellite observations, and
through review of 32-T results obtained during system verification activities
undertaken in Phase 1 (e.g., verification task 1).
Other mitigation aspects include possible addition of computing resources to
alleviate computations throughput constraints and to maintain a flexible and
scalable software architecture.
As the construction of the MWA proceeds from the initial 32 tiles to the final
512 tile build-out, the RTS/RTC can be rolled out in stages, with increasingly
large numbers of calibration parameters solved for, according to the number
of calibration sources available in individual fields. The number of sources
increases with sensitivity and therefore the number of tiles in the array.
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Work with Sponsors, MWA Board and Project
Management Team to either descope or move to a
phased funding model, in order to match the Scope
of Work to the available funding envelope.

46

Inability of NSF to commitment to funding
the project per budgetary requirements
may prevent completion and operation of
full 512T system.

47

Insufficient funding commitments from
NSF per budgetary requirements of the
project Scope of Work may cause AAL to
withhold additional funding.

1

Delays in CSIRO infrastructure
dependencies cause delays in 512-T
infrastructure deployment thereby
delaying System deployment and
including schedule and cost delays.

Arcus

Possible

Extreme

$1,500,000

Look to decouple from CSIRO dependencies as
much as possible including build-up and installation
using temporary infrastructure. Also re-sequence
schedule activities to incrementally deploy based on
own infrastructure support. Additional costs
associated to latter.

2

Poor definition of system requirements for
final instrument leading to scope-creep,
schedule delays and misunderstanding of
expected system behaviour.

Goeke

Possible

Extreme

$1,000,000

Project Engineer to work closely with TLs & PS to
ensure requirements are suitably well defined and
understood.

3

Lack of clear Statements of Work (SOWs)
and related procurement documentation
may lead to poor quality of work or
incomplete deliverables from vendors
along with scope-growth and cost and
schedule overruns.

Gaensler

Gaensler

Arcus

Possible

Possible

Possible

Extreme

Extreme

Extreme

$30,000

$30,000*

$700,000

Work with Sponsors, MWA Board and Project
Management Team to either descope or move to a
phased funding model, in order to match the Scope
of Work to the available funding envelope.

Look to implement Fixed Price Contracts with major
vendors where possible. Moreover, incorporate
detailed SOWs to address work and product
requirements and incorporating acceptance testing
and quality inspections/audits of work undertaken.

4

The RFI/EMC monitoring program causes
on-site activity restrictions thereby
retarding critical activities hence incurring
schedule delays and additional cost.

5

Team distribution and associated
inefficiencies in communications lead to
poor control and misunderstandings.

6

Poor phasing of funds release causes
schedule delays (e.g., procurement, travel,
consultants etc.)

Arcus

Possible

7

Loss of key personnel thus expertise
causes schedule delays owing to team
learning required.

Arcus

8

Trade-off studies poorly defined/bounded
(e.g., RFI, Systems Safety etc) leading to
inappropriate requirements or design
thereby increasing delays and cost due to
rework.

Goeke

Arcus

Arcus

$500,000

Coordinate closely with CSIRO. Look to sequence
site-activities to minimise on-site work during these
periods.

$500,000

PMO to coordinate locally and across the project.
Employ other methods such as video conferencing
etc. Utilise schedule project face-to-face time to best
effect. Introduced structure meeting minutes/actions
etc.

Extreme

$500,000

Work proactively with sponsors to ensure agreed
milestone payment schedule is attainable. Work with
team to ensure milestones are met in a timely
manner and cash-flow is appropriately modelled and
managed including the implementation of timely
institutional financial reporting.

Possible

Extreme

$500,000

Look to deploy individuals on key areas of
interests/skills. Foster cohesive single project team
relationship.

Possible

Extreme

$500,000

Ensure terms of reference well defined and focused
on system requirements and design with appropriate
oversight by PMO. Ensure suitable skills base
utilised include System Engineering and SMEs

Likely

Likely

Extreme

Extreme

